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Abstract 

Sequential Quantization for Classification: The Impact of 
Structure and Nonparametric Estimates 

by 

Michael A. Lexa 

Sequential quantization is a constrained quantization method in which elements 

of a real-valued vector are sequentially mapped (quantized) onto a finite set. These 

quantization systems are constrained in that they are not allowed to jointly process 

their data. Information is, however, shared to varying degrees among the quantizers. 

This thesis focuses on the design of these systems when the quantized data are used 

as the input to a classifier. The performance criteria are the /-divergences whose con

nections to optimal classification are well-known. Priority is placed on understanding 

how a sequential quantizer's structure affects performance, estimation strategies, and 

computational complexity. Structure serves as an unifying concept that can help 

assess the benefits, if any, of inter-quantizer communications in sequential systems. 

Four nonparametric estimation strategies are proposed and analyzed. The condi

tional estimation strategy mirrors the operation of sequential quantization structures 

and successively maximizes conditional divergences. The local estimation strategy 



optimizes the marginal divergences associated with the outputs of the component 

quantizers. Both of these strategies decompose into simpler optimization problems 

whose solutions are known, and though generally sub-optimal, these strategies can pro

duce optimal estimates. Conditional and local estimates also automatically satisfy a 

sequential quantizer's structural constraints and are highly scalable. 

The joint estimation strategy is based on a uniform fine resolution partition, sim

ulated annealing, and mechanisms to ensure adherence to a sequential quantizer's 

structural constraints. Compared to the conditional or local strategies, the method 

produces superior estimates, but is more computationally demanding. The compu

tational burden is, however, tempered by a sequential quantizer's structure, thus 

making the joint strategy a practical design method for some scenarios. 

Finally, we construct an empirical estimator using empirical risk minimization. 

It is shown that the estimation loss, that is, the divergence loss caused by using an 

empirical estimate relative to the optimal sequential quantizer, decays no worse than 

n~1^2, where n denotes the number of observations from each distribution. It is also 

shown that rates as fast as n _ 1 are possible depending on a particular assumption on 

the underlying distributions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Without context, the word STRUCTURE evokes many different images and ideas. 

To a civil engineer, structure might refer to the internal support (the frame) of a 

building; to a nephrologist structure might bring to mind the intricate pathways and 

mechanisms of a kidney; and to a businessman structure might mean the human 

organizational chart of a company. The common thread that binds all these notions 

is that a structure is in some sense ordered; there is a "rhyme and reason" to how 

it is assembled. An organizational chart, for instance, might be structured so as to 

promote communication among different levels of management. 

Within the scope of electrical engineering, and in particular the field of signal 

processing, structure also plays a varied role. For example, edges within digital im

ages are structures that engineers often exploit to construct efficient mathematical 

representations for the images [2]. Engineers structure statistical models such that 

they accurately represent realistic phenomena, and they structure algorithms to ease 

their computational burden. For any given problem, one may have the freedom to es

tablish structure (the choice of a statistical model), or structure may be imposed (the 

structure of natural images). But, whatever the context and however structure arises, 

the effects of structure are often widely felt—system performance, system behavior, 
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and inferences about the system can all be effected. 

This work focuses on the impact of structure in the design and performance of 

structured or constrained vector quantization systems. Quantization is the process 

that converts an analog signal into a digital one [3,4] and is a key element in any 

digital system. For example, your voice is quantized (digitized) when you speak into 

a cellular phone. In its most general form, vector quantization is simply a many-

to-one mapping where the domain is multidimensional. For example, the function 

7 : Rd t-> {0 , . . . , L — 1}, where the range is a finite index set, is a quantization rule. 

Structured (constrained) vector quantization describes the situation where a quan

tization rule is restricted in some way. In this thesis, we consider a class of vector 

quantizers that are constrained in how they are allowed to process an random input 

vector X = (Xi,... ,Xd). Specifically, we are interested in systems that sequentially 

quantize the elements Xm, and at each stage, communicate some information to the 

quantizers that have yet to process their inputs. Letting 7 = (71, . . . ,7d) denote a 

vector of quantizers, we have in mind the sequence 71 (Ai) = Y\, 72 (A2, Y\) = Y2, 

73(^2, Yi, Y2) = Y3, and so on. The collection {rym}m=i is dubbed a sequential quan

tizer (a formal definition is given in Chapter 2) and the outputs Ym, m = 1 , . . . , d, are 

generally statistically dependent quantized versions of the corresponding inputs Xm. 

A sequential quantizer's structure thus derives from constrained functional relation

ships. Here, and throughout the thesis, we use the word structure to encompass and 

capture the assumptions and constraints normally accompanying a vector quantiza-
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tion problem. These include functional relationships, quantization rate (defined in 

Chapter 2), and input dimension. One aim is to treat the assumptions, constraints, 

and parameters in an unified way so as to develop a systematic framework to under

stand the role they play in system performance. 

1.1 Motivation and Overview 

Structured quantization is not a new idea in quantization theory. It has long been 

an active field of research (see [3] and [4] and the references therein) and has pro

duced not only sequential quantizers, but tree-structured and multi-stage quantizers, 

among others. Perhaps surprisingly then is the fact that structured quantization has 

received recent and renewed attention from within the growing area of distributed 

signal processing [5-7]. Broadly speaking, distributed signal processing concerns any 

signal processing task (estimation, detection, source coding, sampling, etc.) under the 

defining constraint that either the data, the processing units, or both are physically 

separated in space. This constraint is often similar (if not identical) to the struc

tural constraints often placed on quantization systems. The connection, therefore, 

between distributed signal processing and structured quantization is often a natural 

one. Consider, for example, a small subset of sensors in a wireless sensor network 

acting collectively to quantize an input vector X. Figure 1.1 depicts how a sequential 

quantizer would operate in this situation. Notice that the only difference between 

this scenario and the sequential quantizer described above is that the inter-quantizer 
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communications are now wireless (error prone) transmissions, whereas before the type 

of communication was left unspecified. 

Despite the close connection between structured quantization and distributed sig

nal processing, Gray [8] recently argued that the existing literature on structured 

quantization does not fully address the problems in distributed processing and a shift 

to more "task-driven" quantization schemes might yield additional insights and bene

fits to systems whose ultimate goal is not signal reconstruction. This thesis addresses 

this issue and investigates sequential quantizers with respect to /-divergences, a well-

known class of performance measures with both direct and indirect relationships to 

the performance of optimal classifiers (see Section 2.2). The quantization process is 

therefore placed within a statistical hypothesis testing setting [9] with the assumption 

that the input observations originate from one of two probability distributions, and 

that based on the quantized observations, a decision is made about which distribution 

generated the them [10-18]. In other words, we consider a system where a sequential 

quantizer acts as a preprocessor to a classifier (see Figure 1.2). 

By emphasizing structure, we can begin to answer some fundamental, yet not 

well understood, questions like: Do inter-quantizer communications result in a per

formance gain and if so, why? The results of this thesis revolve around this question. 

Different perspectives are taken and comparisons to constrained quantization systems 

without inter-quantizer communications and to unconstrained systems are made. Be

cause any viable answer concerning the value of inter-quantizer communications, first 
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Figure 1.1 : A depiction of a distributed sequential quantizer with four component 
quantizers (d = 4). At each stage in the quantization process the outputs are broad
cast to the succeeding quantizers. The quantizers are depicted as circles and the 
classifier as squares. 

and foremost, depends on being able to find optimized quantization rules for these 

structures, a majority of the thesis is devoted to the nonparametric design of sequen

tial quantizers. 

In Chapter 3, we work under the assumption that the underlying probability dis

tributions are known. We pose three principled estimation strategies for the design 

of sequential quantizers and develop the methods (algorithms) to compute the es

timates. Two of the strategies are highly scalable and easily computable, and one 

only requires knowledge of the marginal probability density functions, not the joint 
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densities governing the observations. The third strategy, while more computation

ally demanding, yields better performance than the first two methods and is easily 

implementable. It also provides the basis for the empirical estimator proposed in 

Chapter 4. Through examples, we demonstrate that sequential quantizers have the 

potential to deliver significant gains over systems with no inter-quantizer communi

cations. These gains derive from the inter-quantizer communications that produce 

quantization rules that better approximate optimal, unconstrained quantization rules. 

For sufficiently high quantization rates, however, we find that sequential quantizers 

behave exactly the same way (to within a constant multiplicative factor) as a system 

with no inter-quantizer communications. In addition, we find examples where the 

performance of a system runs counter to what one would intuitively expect based 

on an assessment of the system's structure. These examples highlight the possible 

impact of the estimation strategies and their interplay with a quantization system's 

structure. 

In Chapter 4, we remove the assumption that the underlying distributions are 

known and consider an empirical estimator to the theoretically optimal quantizer 

with respect to the Kullback-Leibler divergence (see Section 2.2). We derive, as 

a function of the number of observations n, the expected convergence rate of the 

Kullback-Leibler divergence induced by the estimator to the optimal divergence. We 

find that the convergence rate can be as fast as n~l or as slow as n - 1 /2 , depending 

on the complexity of the class of sequential quantizers and a particular assumption 
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x2-

Xd 

Sequential ' — ^ 
Quantization 

System . 
Classifier 

Figure 1.2 : A sequential quantization system viewed as a preprocessor to a classifier. 
Even though a sequential quantizer is a collection of scalar quantizers, we illustrate 
the system as a single box to emphasize its collective functionality. 

on the data's probability distributions. 

Despite being mainly motivated by applications in distributed signal processing, 

the framework and results established in this thesis apply more broadly. Consider, 

for instance, the following example that loosely lies along the lines of source coding. 

Suppose one wanted to detect the occurrence of a particular event that generates sig

nals in several domains, for example, a moving vehicle can produce sound, vibrations, 

and electromagnetic signals. Processing these different modalities jointly to produce 

a decision about whether a vehicle drove by a certain location can be very difficult. 

Quantizing each signal at the same rate, however, places the different signals in the 

same domain. By doing so, one has access to all the stochastic signals and can use 

them to make a more accurate decision compared to a decision based on only one 

modality. 
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1.2 Thesis Contributions 

1. Establishment of a framework for the design and analysis of sequential quan

tization systems that emphasizes structure as a tool to deal coherently with 

different constraints and assumptions. This framework connects several exist

ing results in quantization theory, distributed detection, and empirical process 

theory. 

2. Development of three nonparametric estimation strategies (design criteria and 

algorithms) for the design of sequential quantizers when the data distributions 

are known or can be well estimated. Discussion includes their advantages, 

limitations, and the situations in which they are most appropriate. 

3. Development of one nonparametric empirical estimator and derivation of the 

convergence rate, as a function of the number of observations n, of the expected 

estimation loss. The result provides the conditions that explicitly determine 

whether or not fast rates (greater then n - 1 /2) are possible. 
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Chapter 2 

Foundations 

This chapter presents the definitions and concepts needed for later chapters. The 

description of sequential quantizers is essential for understanding the development 

and results of Chapters 3 and 4. In the discussion of /-divergences, our performance 

criteria, the critical idea to understand is that /-divergences quantify, in some sense, 

how well a decision can be made between two competing statistical hypotheses. Sec

tion 2.4 offers a brief preview of the impacts of a sequential quantizer's structure. 

2.1 Sequential Quantizers 

The definition of a sequential quantizer relies on the following two basic definitions. 

Definition 2.1 (Deterministic vector quantizer). A deterministic vector quantizer is 

a function 7 : M.d 1—>• {0 , . . . , L — 1} that accepts a d-dimensional real-valued random 

variable X and maps it to an index set of cardinality L, 2 < L < 00. 

If X serves as an input to 7 and Y e {0 , . . . , L — 1} represents its quantized 

output, then Y = 7(X). 

Definition 2.2 (Randomized vector quantizer). Given a set of deterministic vector 

quantizers {71, . . . ,7^} and an auxiliary discrete random variable Z possibly depen

dent on the input X and taking values in {1,... ,D}, a randomized vector quantizer 
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is a mapping 7 : M.d x { 1 , . . . , D} 1—• {0 , . . . , L — 1} such that for any input X, the 

probability that X will be quantized by 7^ is pk = Pr(Z = fc),fc£{l,..., £>}. 

We denote the set of all deterministic vector quantizers with input dimension 

d and an output index set of cardinality L by T(d, L). Likewise, we denote the 

set all randomized vector quantizers with D associated deterministic quantizers by 

T(d,L,D). 

Definition 2.3 (Sequential quantizer). A sequential quantizer is a function ^ : IRd 1—> 

{0, ...,L — l}d, d > 2, composed of one deterministic, <fii, and d—\ randomized 

quantizers, (02, • • •, <l>d), that obey the functional relationships, 

> l<K<d-l, 

Ym={ (2.1) 

(j)m{Xi) m = 1, 

^ ( I m . Y r 1 ) Km<K, 

<f>m{Xm,YZZl
K) K<m<d, 

4>m(Xm) l<m<d, K = 0. 

where Ym G {0 , . . . , L - 1}, Y%ZK = (Ym-K, • • •, l ^ - i ) , and Xm e R. 

Let $(d, L, K) denote the set of all sequential quantizers with input dimension 

d and whose component quantizers have an output index set of cardinality L. We 

also equivalently refer to $(<i, L, K) as the set of all sequential quantization rules with 

parameters d, L, and K. Note that sequential quantizers are vector valued quantizers 

and are thus multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems. (See Figure 2.1.) 
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The functional relationships in (2.1) imply that a sequential quantizer sequentially 

quantizes the element of an input vector X = (XL, . . . , X^) while each stage commu

nicating its current output Ym to all (or some) of the succeeding quantizers. The 

process begins when 0i quantizes X\ and produces an output y\. Next, 02 quantizes 

X2 but takes into account 2/1 • The process continues until all d component quantizers 

produce an output with each succeeding quantizer basing its output on its input and 

the K preceding outputs. Because the component quantizers for K > 0 react to past 

outputs, the system is in some sense dynamic or active—partial information is shared 

among the quantizers as they sequentially process the components of the input vector. 

The functional dependencies on the output vectors Y™ZK
 m (2-1) a r e the rea

son why the component quantizers <f>m, m = 2 , . . . ,d, are randomized quantizers. 

For every realization y™2# of the random vector Y™ZK, we associate a quantiza

tion rule 0m j such that Ym = <j>mj(Xm), where 4>mj(Xm) is shorthand notation for 

<t>m(Xm,ym-K) a n d 3 indexes the LK different outcomes of Y™ZK- Thus a full de

scription of a component quantizer requires the specification of LK deterministic 

scalar quantizers {(j>mj}f=cT1 (assuming m > K). As an alternative to (2.1), a se

quential quantizer <fi can therefore be specified by the large set of scalar quantizers 

{<p1,<j>rnJ,m = 2,...,dJ = 0,...,Lm-l-l,m<K-,j = 0,...,LK-l,m>K}. 

A sequential quantizer's structure is defined by the component quantizers' input 

and output relationships (2.1) and is parameterized by the triplet {d,L,K). The 

parameter d specifies the number of component quantizers in the system, or equiva-
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lently the dimension of the outcome space of X. L specifies the quantization rate of 

each component quantizer and, roughly speaking, specifies the amount of information 

shared among component quantizers. Quantization rate is defined as the number of 

bits per observation that a quantizer uses to encode it. Thus, based on (2.1), the 

quantization rate for each 4>m is log2 L bits per observation. The parameter K de

termines the "depth" to which outputs are communicated. If K = d — 1, then for 

every m, each quantizer shares its output with all remaining quantizers </>&, k > m. 

If K = 0, there are no inter-quantizer communications and the resulting structure is 

static or noncommunicative (Figure 2.1). For ease of exposition, we assume through

out that K = d — 1 and will omit reference to K in the notation. For example, 

$(d, L, K) will be written as <&(d, L). We treat the noncommunicative structure as a 

separate special case. 

A sequential quantizer's structure restricts the quantities on which the quantizers 

operate and dictates the amount of information shared among the quantizers. For 

this reason the functional relationships in (2.1) constitute what shall be referred to 

as structural constraints. A particular structure, however, does not fully specify the 

quantization rules {<^m}^=1; it only constrains their form. In fact, the class <&(d,L) 

is an uncountably infinite function space. Thus a search over $(d, L) to find "good" 

quantization rules normally requires additional constraints. 
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(d) Noncommunicative with common input 

Figure 2.1 : Schematic diagrams of different structured quantization systems. For the 
sequential quantizer depicted the parameter K equals d — 1; for the input-broadcast 
structure K = 2. 

2.1.1 Sequential quantization rules as labeled partitions 

Because the scalar quantizers <f>mj are all deterministic quantizers, each can be de

scribed by a labeled partition of the real line, where we define a partition of R to be 

an exhaustive division of disjoint intervals (cells). For a fixed m and j , a partition 

nmj associated with 0m j is characterized by Nmj < oo intervals. 
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r(0) r ( l ) i -( iVmj-l) 
m,j | 1m,j , . / " / I I m>J 

To each interval one index or label is assigned from the set {0 , . . . , L — 1}. Taken 

together, a partition and its labeling form a complete characterization of 4>mj. We as

sume Nmj > L for all m and j . The Lm~l partitions {^m,j}f=o _ 1 anc^ their labelings 

explicitly characterize the component rule <pm. 

Similarly, the overall sequential quantization rule 0 can be described as a labeled 

partition of Rd. Let n denote the partition associated with 4>. Then, as one might 

expect, all of 7r's cells are Cartesian products of the intervals composing {4>m,j}', 

however, a sequential quantizer's structural constraints restrict the form of n and 

the labeling of each cell. Figure 2.2 depicts a hypothetical partition and labeling of 

M2. In the Figure, <f>\ is displayed horizontally along the X\ axis and 02,o and 4>2,i 

are displayed vertically along the X2 axis. The hatched cell is the product I{ x 

7^0 a n d its label is the pair 10. All the cells are rectangular because a sequential 

quantizer's structural constraints requires that each component quantizer operate on 

a single dimension of X. In fact, regardless of the parameter values d and L, 7r's 

cells always have hyper-rectangular geometry. Note that the information indicating 

how to take Cartesian products of the intervals and labels is completely encoded in 

the index j . In general, <j> can be constructed in an iterative manner given the set 

{4>m,ji fn — 1 , . . . , d, j = 0 , . . . , Lm~l — 1}. Figure 2.2 gives an algorithmic description 
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Output: Sequential quantization rule <f> 

kd + l=0,...,Nd-- 1 
= {Sfcd+i 

- 1 * 

},{lab(5 fc-+i)}, 

Figure 2.2 : The top panel shows a hypothetical sequential quantization rule 0 de
scribed as a labeled partition of M2 (d — 2 and L = 2). The bottom panel is an 
algorithm for constructing 0 given the set of scalar quantization rules {0m j} . The 
function </?(•) is an index function that converts a L-ary or N-axy expansion into its 
decimal equivalent. The function lab(-) returns the label of its argument and the 
notation © denotes the concatenation of labels. The top panel is adapted from [1]. 
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of this procedure when K = d — 1 and Nmj = N for all m,j. 

Figure 2.2 also illustrates the additional degrees of freedom brought by sequential 

quantization. Unlike a comparable noncommunicative structure (d = 2,L = 2), 02 

consists of two component scalar quantizers 02,o5 </>2,i instead of one. Thus one can 

either take the Cartesian product of 4>\ with 02,o> o r with 02,i to form the columns in 

the partition. In Figure 2.2, this degree of freedom manifests itself as "misaligned" 

rows with labels that change across the columns. Such behavior is not exhibited in 

noncommunicative structures whose partitions are fully specified by the deterministic 

component rules {4>m}m=\-

2.1.2 Input-broadcast and common input structures 

It is instructive to contrast sequential systems to a structure that permits infinite 

communication rate among component quantizers while maintaining a finite quan

tization rate for the overall quantization system and to a structure with a common 

input. (See Figure 2.1.) The former structure, termed an input-broadcast system, is 

a quantization system that is nearly identical to a sequential quantizer. It is com

posed of d component quantizers 7 = (71 , . . . , 7d) and sequentially processes the input 

vector X. However, before each component quantizer produces an output, they com

municate (broadcast) their real-valued observations Xm to the next K quantizers 

before quantizing their own observation (m > K). We use the term "broadcast" 

because this structure easily fits in a distributed setting where all of the component 
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quantizers are separated in space and inter-quantizer communications can be thought 

of as broadcasts. An input-broadcast quantizer's structure is also characterized by 

the parameters (d,L,K) and similar to (2.1), the input-output relationships of each 

component quantizer 7m : MK+1 i—> {0, . . . , L — 1} is given by 

Ym={ 

7m(*l) 

(Xm) 

1 <K<d-l, 
(2.2) 

K = 0. 

m = 1, 

1 < m < K, 

K <m<d, 

1 < m < d, 

A component quantizer in an input-broadcast system has access to the K preceding 

observations, whereas the corresponding component quantizer in a sequential system 

only has access to quantized versions of them. This structure represents the extreme 

(and ideal) case where the inter-quantizer communication links are allowed to have 

infinite communication rate.1 As before, the assumption is that a follow-on classifier 

receives all of the quantized outputs and ultimately (perhaps only after receiving a 

sequence of outputs) makes a decision about the hypothesized distribution of the 

inputs. Prom a wireless communications perspective, each quantizer in an input-

broadcast system amplifies (with a gain of one) and forwards its observation to its 

neighboring quantizers. 

A common-input structure is simply a sequential quantization structure where the 

1Here, communication rate refers to the number of bits per observation transmitted among com
ponent quantizers and not their quantization rate. 
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inputs to all the component quantizers is a realization of a single random variable 

X. A common-input sequential quantizer is characterized by (2.1) with Xm replaced 

by X. A common input assumption for an input-broadcast system degenerates the 

structure into a noncommunicative one. 

2.1.3 Remarks 

(a) Sequential quantizers can be thought of as product code quantizers [4] if the out

put Y is thought of as a Cartesian product of d labels drawn from {0 , . . . , L — 1}. 

By definition, product code quantizers are quantizers whose reproduction code-

book2 are Cartesian products of lower dimensional reproduction codebooks. A 

reproduction codebook has not been defined here because it is not needed with 

the chosen performance criteria (see Section 2.2 below). 

(b) A serial distributed detection architecture [19,20] is equivalent to a sequential 

quantization structure {K — 1) with the exception that only the dth. quantizer 

communicates to the classifier. Design of a serial system typically focuses on 

determining the quantization rules such that the output of the last component 

quantizer optimizes some detection criterion. This mode of operation and design 

strategy is different from that of sequential structures where the outputs of every 

component quantizer is utilized by the classifier. 

2Standard vector quantizers are often defined as an encoder/decoder pair where the encoder is 
as denned in Section 2.1 and the decoder is a reverse mapping from an index into a reproduction 
codeword. The set of all reproduction codewords for a given system is the quantizer's reproduction 
codebook. 
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(c) Hashemi and Rhodes [21] investigated a two-stage distributed detection system 

that is essentially equivalent to the input-broadcast structure. Their system dis

allowed inter-quantizer communications, but processed temporal data in much 

the same way an input-broadcast system processes spatial data. Thus by in

terchanging the spatial and temporal domains, the structures' mathematical 

descriptions are nearly the same. Hashemi and Rhodes used a Bayes criterion 

instead of a divergence measure and only treated the case where all observations 

(in both space and time) are statistically independent. 

2.2 Performance Measures 

Because this work centers on systems designed to optimize a follow-on classifier, a 

natural choice of performance criterion would be an error probability (e.g., average 

probability of error, false-alarm probability, or miss probability). But as it has been 

long recognized, error probabilities in quantization settings are often difficult to com

pute [22]. Alternative criteria that are more amenable to analysis and computation 

include measures of discrimination. These measures are often used to bound error 

probabilities, and in some specific cases, are asymptotically related to optimal error 

probabilities. 
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2.2.1 /-divergences 

Let P and Q be probability measures on the common probability space (X, B) and 

assume that they are absolutely continuous with respect to each other. Let p and q 

denote the probability density functions associated with P and Q.3 Then the class of 

/-divergences [24] or Ali-Silvey [25] distances is a collection of measures that quantify 

the "discernability" between P and Q and are defined as 

D(p,q) = EP{f[l(X)}}, (2.3) 

where X is a random variable on X, 1{X) = q(X)/p(X) is the likelihood-ratio func

tion, /(•) is convex function on [0, oo], and Ep means expectation with respect to P. 

4 These measures are well-defined, but some are not, strictly speaking, distance met

rics. For example, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences are not symmetric in their 

arguments, nor do they obey the triangle inequality. Nevertheless, /-divergences en

joy a prominent and long-standing place in both theory and practice and, besides the 

KL divergences, include the negative of the Bhattacharyya coefficient, the Hellinger 

distance, the J-divergence, and Kolmogorov's variational distance, among others. 

(See Table 2.1.) Applications are numerous and range from detection and estimation 

problems [10,26,27] to texture retrieval in image databases [28], from the study of 

3By the Radon-Nikodym Theorem [23], absolute continuity of P and Q ensures the existence of 
p and q. 

4Ali and Silvey [25] actually defined their class as g(Ep{/[Z(X)]}), where g is an increasing real-
valued function. Thus, strictly speaking, /-divergences are a subset of Ali-Silvey distances. This 
difference, however, is minor and plays no significant role in this work; therefore, no distinction is 
made. 
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neural coding [29] to signal set design [22,30], and from the discovery of modulation 

schemes [31] to linguistic problems [32]. Their most relevant properties are listed 

below. Here /-divergences will simply be referred to as divergences. 

2.2.2 Properties 

1. Exponential Rates of Error Probabilities: Stein's Lemma [33-35] directly con

nects the Kullback-Leibler divergences and the Chernoff distance to an optimal 

detector's asymptotic performance. The the KL divergence relative to q is de

fined as 

DKL(P,Q)= [ P(x) log ^ \ d x , (2.4) 

where the logarithm's base is arbitrary. The divergence taken in the reverse 

sense, that is, relative to p, is denoted DKL(Q,P) and is defined analogously. 

Under the assumption that p and q are absolutely continuous with respect to 

each other, the KL divergences always exist even though they can be +00 [34]. 

In general, DKL(p,q) ^ DKL(q,p). 

The Chernoff distance is defined as 

C(p,q) 4 max - logM*), fi(s) = f ^(x)]1-'^)]'dx. (2.5) 
0<s<l Jx 

Because of the maximization over s, the Chernoff distance is not, strictly speak

ing, a /-divergence. The KL divergences and the Chernoff distance are always 

nonnegative, and when the outcome space is discrete, the integrals in (2.4) 
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and (2.5) become summations. 

Theorem 2.1 (Stein's Lemma). Let X = (Xi,X2,..., Xn) be a vector of statis

tically independent and identically distributed (i.i.d. ) random variables and con

sider the simple binary hypothesis test H0 : X ~ £>(x), Hi : X ~ ?(x). Denote 

the false-alarm probability by Pp, the miss probability by PM, and the probabil

ity of error by Pe: Pp = Pr (decide Hi\H0 true), PM = Pr (decide H0\Hi true), 

and Pe = 7r0Pp + TTIPM where 7r0 and TTI are the prior probabilities of Ho and 

Hi. Then, for any value of Pp, say Pp0, 0 < Pp0 < 1, 

\im-\ogP*M = -DKL(p,q), (2.6) 
n—KX> n 

and for any value of PM, say PM0, 0 < PM0 < 1, 

lim - log PF = -DKL(q, p) (2.7) 
n—>oo n 

and 

l i m - log P: = -C(p,q) (2.8) 
n—+oo n 

where PM, PF, and P* are, respectively, the minimum achievable miss proba

bility for a given false-alarm probability, the minimum achievable false-alarm 

probability for a given miss probability, and the minimum achievable probability 

of error. 

In words, Stein's Lemma says that for independent and identically distributed 

observations the error probabilities of optimal detectors (classifiers) decay ex-
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ponentially with the number of observations, with the asymptotic exponential 

decay rate equal to the KL divergence for Neyman-Pearson detectors or the 

Chernoff distance for minimum probability of error detectors. Thus, maximiz

ing either the KL divergence or Chernoff distance at the output of a sequential 

quantization system maximizes the potential asymptotic error decay rate of the 

classifier. 

It is worth noting that these optimal decay rates are only achieved for detectors 

that are designed optimally. If, for example, a sequential quantizer were de

signed to maximize a KL divergence, but the follow-on classifier did not process 

its inputs optimally, its asymptotic performance could possibly bear little re

semblance to that predicted by Stein's Lemma [36]. For this reason, we make 

the implicit assumption here that any classifier succeeding a sequential quanti

zation structure is designed optimally such that it can achieve the optimal error 

exponential decay rate. 

From the vantage point of large deviation theory, Stein's Lemma is often in

terpreted as providing asymptotic estimates to the error probabilities, that is, 

PF « g(n) e-
nDKL^q\ PM » g(n) e-nDKL^'p\ and Pe w g(n) e" n C ^) for suf

ficiently large n where g(-) are slowly varying functions with respect to the 

exponentials [30,37]. 

2. Data Processing Theorem (DPT): 
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Theorem 2.2 (Data Processing Theorem [24] (see also [34] and [35])). Let 

T(x) be a measurable transformation between the probability spaces (X,£,Pi) 

and (y, T, Qi),i = 0,1. That is, for every set G € T, let the inverse image set 

T~l(G) = {x : T(x) e G} be a member of the a-algebra C. Then if Pi(x) and 

Qi{y) represent probability density functions of Pi and Qi} D(pi,p2) > D(qi,q2) 

with equality if and only if —;—r- = — for all x except on a set of measure 
P2{x) q2{T{x)) 

zero.5 

This theorem says that data processing, however performed, will never increase 

the discrimination information originally present in the raw observations. In 

fact, operations like quantizing, averaging, or randomization all generally result 

in a loss of discrimination information. The implication for sequential quanti

zation is that the follow-on classifier cannot recover from any divergence loss 

caused by the quantization system. The DPT therefore suggests that empha

sis be placed on the design of quantization systems (the preprocessor) and not 

solely on sophisticated classification or detection algorithms. 

We note that there is no DPT-like result for the commonly used mean-squared 

error criterion. Thus, using results based on mean-squared error may not apply 

to systems designed for /-divergences. A relevant case and point are recent re

sults in the field of wireless sensor networks that suggest that noncommunicative 
5Kullback proved the DPT for the KL divergence but referred to it as the KL divergence's 

invariance property [34, pp. 18-22]. Cover and Thomas stated the theorem in terms of mutual 
information and called it the Data Processing Inequality [35, pp. 32-33]. 
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structures perform just as well as communicative ones when using the mean-

squared error criterion. And because wireless transmissions are energy costly 

and sensor battery life is limited, these results show a noncommunicative struc

ture has a clear advantage over communicative ones in these cases. However, 

the DPT along with the results in Chapters 3 and 4, point to noncommunicative 

structures as the worst performing when /-divergences are used. 

3. Inequalities: Many relationships exist among different discrimination measures 

and several relate to detection error probabilities. We refer the interested reader 

to [22,38-40]. Table 2.1 lists a few of the better-known relationships. 

4. Additivity: For i.i.d. random variables Xi,...,Xn, the divergence between the 

joint density functions is equal to the sum of the divergences between the mar

ginal density functions, 

n 

D(p{x),q{-x)) = ^2D(p(xm),q(xm)), 
m=l 

where x = (rci,... ,xn). For the distances listed in Table 2.1, the KL diver

gences, the J-divergence, Bhattcharyya coefficient, and the Chernoff distance 

possess the additivity property for independently and identically distributed ob

servations. For independent data (not necessarily identically distributed), only 

the KL divergences and J-divergence possess this property. 
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Name 

Kullback-Leibler 
DKL(P, q) 

Kullback-Leibler 
DKh{q,p) 

J-Divergence 
Dj(p,q) 

Negative of 
Bhattacharyya 
coefficient p 

(P = l1/2) 

Kolmogorov 
Dv{p,q) 

Hellinger 
coefficient h 

Name 

Chernoff 
C(p,q) 

Resistor-Average 
Tl(p,q) 

f(l) 

- log7 

I log I 

(Z-l) logZ 

_ / l / 2 

2 F l « — 7To| 

W2 -1)2 

Performance 

lim - log P*M = -DKL(p, q) 
n—>oo n 

lim -logPp = -DKL(q,p) 
n—>oo n 

lexv{-Dj{p,q)/2}<Pe 

i ( l - V / l - 4 7 T l 7 r o ^ ) < P e 
< v

/7ri7ro/' 

I f 7T0 — 'TTl, 
| ( l - 0 - p 2 ) < p e < l ^ 

Pe = \-DK(jp,q) 
= 1 - E0[l - min{7Ti/, 7r0}] 

Definition 

max -log/x(s), n{s) = \ \p{x)f~s\q{x)]adx 
0<»<1 J 

1 1 1 
Tl(p,q) DKL(p,q) DKL(q,p) 

Harmonic mean of KL divergences 

Comments 

Neyman-Pearson error rate 
under both fixed and expo
nentially decaying constraints 
on PF (PM) 

Dj(p,q) = DKL(p,q) 
+ DKL(q,p) 

Bhattacharyya distance 
DB(p,q) = - l n p 
0<p< 1 
DB(j>,q)>\DKL{p,q) 

Provides exact minimum 
probability of error formula. 
Also known as the variational 
distance. 

Hellinger distance 
Dii(p,q) ~Vh 
DH(p,q)<l 
D%(p,q)<DKL(p,q) 

Performance/Comments 

lim ^ l o g P ; = -C(p,q) 
n—»oo n 

Symmetrizes KL diver
gences. 
DB(p,q)<C{p,q)<TZ(p,q) 

Table 2.1: This table lists the definitions and properties of some of the most frequently 
used discrimination measures. The upper portion contains various /-divergences and 
the lower portion lists two distances that are not in the /-divergence (or Ali-Silvey) 
class, but nevertheless are useful discrimination measures. The Chernoff distance is 
well-known to be the optimal exponential decay rate of the minimum probability of 
error. Less known is the resistor-average distance [41], which because of its close 
relation to the Kullback-Leibler divergences, satisfies many of the properties of / -
divergences. Along with the Bhattacharyya distance, the resistor-average distance can 
be used to approximate the Chernoff distance which is often difficult to compute [41]. 
Table adapted from Johnson [42]. 

2.3 Motivating example 

Example 2.1. Consider the two sequential quantization systems shown in Figure 2.3. 

The left panel shows a standard input-broadcast system with d = 2 and K — 1. The 
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Figure 2.3 : Which structure performs better? Intuition suggests that structure 2.3(b) 
can always mimic structure 2.3(a), and therefore both structures perform the same. 
However, strict adherence to an input-broadcast's structural constraints can lead to 
a different conclusion: structure 2.3(a) performs better. 

right panel shows a nearly identical system, save for the fact that the first quantizer 

does not produce an output, but only transmits its input to the second quantizer. 

With the goal of maximizing a /-divergence at the output of these systems, the 

question arises: Which structure performs better, or in other words, which quantity 

is larger 

max D(p(y1,y2),q(yuy2)) or max D(p(y2),q(y2))l (2.9) 
71.72 72 

Here p(yi,y2) and 9(2/1,2/2) denote the joint probability mass functions of Y induced 

by 71 and 72 in Figure 2.3(a) under the probability measures P and Q, respectively, 

and p(y2) and q(y2) denote the marginal probability mass functions induced by 72 in 

Figure 2.3(b). 

A common answer to this question is that the system in 2.3(b) could never perform 

worse than the input-broadcast system because that system could always mimic the 

behavior of the other, that is, the second quantizer's output in 2.3(b) could always 

be defined as Y2 = (71 (Xi), 72(Xi,X2)) [43]. Furthermore, one would probably argue 
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that in this case there would be no need for the first quantizer to process its input or 

transmit an output. Thus one might conclude structure 2.3(b) has a clear advantage 

over the input-broadcast system in 2.3(a). While this answer is not incorrect, there 

are situations where the structure in 2.3(a) does outperform the one in 2.3(b). For 

example, if both structures are constrained such that Ym € {0 , . . . , L — 1}, m = 1, 2, 

the input-broadcast system provably performs better than the one in 2.3(b) (see 

the Appendix for a proof). Indeed, it would be impossible for the second quantizer 

in 2.3(b) to mimic the input-broadcast system with such a structural constraint. 

Therefore, without full specification of a sequential quantization system's structure 

(or any other quantization structure), the above question is ambiguous. Meaningful 

comparisons and/or assessments of sequential quantization systems need to account 

for all aspects of their structure. 

2.4 Structural Constraints and Function Classes 

An expedient way to see an impact of a sequential system's structure is to examine 

the dimensionality and cardinality of the function space to which <f> belongs in certain 

settings and compare these results to the dimensionality and cardinality of the spaces 

to which unconstrained and noncommunicative quantization rules belong. Suppose 

that for fixed d and L we interpret the output vector Y as a L-ary expansion such 

that any realization (j/i , . . . , yd) corresponds to an element in the set {0 , . . . , Ld — 1}. 

A sequential quantization rule (f> can then be thought of as a function mapping M.d into 
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Dimension 

Cardinality 

Unconstrained 

Nd 

LdN* 

Noncommunicative 

dN 

LdN 

Sequential 

XN 

LXN 

Dimension 

Cardinality 

d = 2,L = 

Unconstrained 

64 

2128 „ 1 Q38 

•-2,K = 1,N = 8 

Noncommunicative 

16 

216 « 105 

Sequential 

42 

224 « 107 

Dimension 

Cardinality 

d=2,L = 

Unconstrained 

256 

21536 „ 1 0462 

8,K = 1, N = 1 6 

Noncommunicative 

32 

296 „ 1 Q29 

Sequential 

48 

2144 « 1043 

Dimension 

Cardinality 

d = 2,L = 

Unconstrained 

4096 

28192 w 2Q 2 4 6 6 

2,K = 1,N = 64 

Noncommunicative 

128 

2128 „ 1 Q38 

Sequential 

192 

2192 ^ 1 Q58 

Table 2.2 : This table summarizes the dimension and cardinality of the function 
spaces to which the centralized, noncommunicative, and sequential quantization rules 
belong. A noncommunicative system has the strictest structural constraints; thus 
compared to the structurally unconstrained centralized system, the size of the set of 
all valid quantization rules shrinks exponentially. The size of a sequential quantization 
rule space lies between that of the noncommunicative and centralized spaces. 

{0 , . . . , Ld — 1}. Suppose further that we are given a partition n of M.d that adheres 

to a sequential quantizer's structural constraints. With these assumptions, the class 

of sequential quantization rules on ir (denoted $ff(d, L)) is a set of piecewise constant 

functions on n taking values in {0 , . . . , Ld — 1}. If {0 , . . . , Ld — 1} forms a finite field, 

then $,r(rf, L) can be thought of as a linear vector space. The dimensionality of a linear 

vector space is the number of basis vectors needed to span it, and its cardinality is the 
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number of distinct functions within the space. Since ^^(d, L) is defined over a finite 

field, its cardinality is finite (assuming also that there is a finite number of cells in n). 

Moreover, because IT is given, the cardinality of &n(d, L) equals the number of ways n 

can be labeled. As we shall see, different structures constrain this labeling to different 

degrees. For simplicity, the following results are for partitions ir whose component 

partitions nmj have equal numbers of intervals, that is, N = Nmj for all m, j . We 

first consider the classes of unconstrained and noncommunicative quantization rules 

and then the class of sequential quantization rules. 

The class of unconstrained quantization rules on iv is the set of all piecewise 

constant functions on n taking values in {0 , . . . , Ld — 1}. In this case, the set of 

indicator functions {1R}R£-K forms a basis for this space, where R denotes a cell in IT. 

Because there are no structural constraints every cell's label is drawn from the full 

set of indices {0 , . . . , Ld — 1}. Therefore, the dimension of this space equals Nd and 

the cardinality equals (Ld)N = LdN . 

The class of noncommunicative quantization rules is also a set of piecewise con

stant functions on it taking values in {0, . . . ,Ld — 1}; however, in this case the 

structural constraints cause this class to be a subspace of the class of unconstrained 

quantization rules. As defined in Section 2.1, a noncommunicative quantization rule 

<f> is completely characterized by the set of deterministic scalar quantization rules 

{(/>m},m = 1 , . . . , d. With 7T given, the number of total cells (intervals) in this set 

equals dN and since each interval's label is drawn from {0 , . . . , L — 1}, the cardinality 
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of this class is LdN. Note that a noncommunicative system's severe structural con

straints reduces the cardinality by an exponential factor of 7Vd_1. It can be shown 

that the dimension of this class is dN. 

The class of sequential quantization rules is characterized in a similar fashion 

to the noncommunicative class, but because multiple deterministic scalar quantizers 

are associated with each randomized quantizer <j)m, the factor d appearing in the 

expression for the total number of intervals is replaced by a larger factor A that 

equals the total number of scalar quantizers comprising 0, 

K 

A = LK(d -K) + J2 Lm~l 

= LK(d-K) + ^ ± , K>1. (2.10) 
Li — 1 

(Note that for K = d — 1, A = 7 ^ . ) It follows that this class's cardinality equals 

LXN. It can also be shown that the dimension of this subspace equals AiV. 

These results are collected in Table 2.4 along with three specific examples. Com

pared to unconstrained systems, a sequential system's structure can tremendously re

duce the cardinality of the associated function space (exponent decreases from dNd to 

AiV). On the other hand, compared to noncommunicative systems, the inter-quantizer 

communications can significantly increase the cardinality (exponent increases from 

dN to AiV). The computational complexity involved in designing quantization sys

tems largely depends on the cardinality of the pertinent function spaces. Thus the 

key in practical settings is to balance the tradeoff between computational complexity, 
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that is the cardinality of the function spaces, and any gains in system performance 

brought by inter-quantizer communications. 
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Chapter 3 

Nonparametric Estimates for Sequential Structures 

3.1 Introduction 

Let P and Q be two known probability measures on the common probability space 

(Rd, B) that are absolutely continuous with respect to each other. x Any sequential 

quantization rule <f) : Rd H-> {0 , . . . , L — l}d that operates on a random vector X 

(distributed according to P or Q) induces the probability mass functions, 

P(4>) = {PO(4>),---,PL<I-I{4>)) 
(3.1) 

?(0) = (go(0),.-.,fe««-i(0)), 

where 

Pi(<f>) = P(p(#x)) = o = PfrOO = t) 
, i = 0,...,Ld-l. (3.2) 

ft(0) = Q(v(0(X)) = t) = Q(v>00 = i) 

Recall that the random vector Y = (Yi,... ,Y<i) denotes the output of a sequential 

quantizer and its components Ym take values in {0 , . . . , L — 1}. In (3.2), the notation 

P(E) and Q(E) means the probability (measure) of the set or event E with respect to 

P and Q respectively. The function <£>(•) is simply an index function that converts a 

L-ary expansion into its decimal equivalent. For example, if </>(X) = Y = 10 (L = 2), 

then y?(10) = 2. 
1Here, B is the cr-algebra containing the Borel sets of Rd. 
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Ideally we seek a sequential quantization rule that maximizes the divergence be

tween p(<f) and q((f>) for fixed d and L, 

4>* = argmax D(p(<f>),q{(f))), (3.3) 

0e$(d,L) 

where 
r d i 

D(p(4>), q{<j>)) = £ P i ( 0 ) / ^ l | | | ) . (3.4) 

Solving this optimization problem is in general very difficult. The main obstacles 

being the restriction to the class of sequential quantizers and the computational com

plexity that restriction brings. Consequently, solution techniques generally only yield 

estimates to <fr*, generically denoted here by (j). In this chapter, we present three 

solution techniques or estimation strategies. In each case we require 4> G &(d,L), 

otherwise there is a chance that an estimate could not be realized as a sequential 

quantizer. The first two strategies attack the problem by maximizing divergences be

tween the probability mass functions induced by a sequential quantizer's component 

quantization rules {<t>m}m=i a n d have the advantage of being highly scalable in terms 

of the dimension of the input space. These two strategies also satisfy, by definition, 

a sequential quantizer's structural constraints. The third strategy relies on explicitly 

placing additional constraints on the class of sequential quantizers that, in effect, 

converts (3.3) into a simpler, albeit less scalable, combinatoric optimization problem. 

This method does not automatically satisfy the structural constraints, but they are 

easily enforced in the optimization process. 
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Before proceeding, it is helpful to place the theoretical best sequential quantization 

rule (j>* and its estimate <f> into a larger context. We begin by defining the optimal 

unconstrained quantizer as 

7* = argmax D(p(7),g(7)). (3.5) 

More will be said about 7* in the next section. Let p and q denote the density functions 

corresponding to P and Q. Then by the Data Processing Theorem (Section 2.2), we 

know that 

D(p,q)-D(p(1*),q(1*))>0, (3.6) 

for whatever form 7* G T(d, Ld) takes. We call the difference in (3.6) the quantization 

loss associated with 7* because it represents the inherent and unavoidable loss in 

divergence due to quantization. Because <I>(<i, L) C T(d, Ld), we also know that 

D(p(l*),q(Y)) ~ D(p(<n q(<f>*)) > 0. (3.7) 

This difference is the approximation loss caused by a sequential quantizer's structural 

constraints, or in other words, caused by the restriction of F(d, Ld) to $(d, L). This 

loss is therefore systematic in the sense that it depends on how $(rf, L) is defined. The 

loss also depends on P and Q since 7* depends on P and Q. Furthermore, because 

0 G $(d, L), we have by (3.3) that 

DW), 9(0*)) - D(p($), q($)) > 0. (3.8) 
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Figure 3.1 : The graphic on the right depicts the divergence losses associated with 
distributed broadcast quantizers. The graphic on the left portrays the relevant func
tion spaces, the optimal unconstrained and sequential quantization rules (7*,^*), as 
well as the estimate 7. Quantization loss is the minimum inherent loss in divergence 
due to quantization and is defined as the difference between the input divergence and 
the divergence of an optimal likelihood-ratio quantizer. Approximation loss results 
from a sequential quantizer's structural constraints and thus can be manipulated by 
altering the system's structure. Estimation loss quantifies the loss in divergence in
duced by using the estimate 7 instead of the optimal sequential quantization rule <fi*. 
This figure suggests that quantization loss > approximation loss > estimation loss, 
but this need not be the case. 

This difference is the estimation loss. It quantifies the sub-optimality of an estimation 

strategy. Finally, the total divergence loss is defined as 

£ ( p ( 7 l , 9(7*)) - W 0 ) > ?(<£>) >0- (3.9) 

Figure 3.1 graphically illustrates these relationships. 
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3.2 Optimal Unconstrained Vector Quantizers 

In [17], Tsitsiklis proved in a very broad setting that the optimal unconstrained 

vector quantizer with respect any /-divergence is a likelihood-ratio quantizer (LRQ). 

(See also [18].) As its name implies, a LRQ quantizes the likelihood ratio function 

l(K) instead of quantizing its raw input data. Because the likelihood ratio is always a 

scalar-valued function (regardless of the dimension of its argument), a LRQ is a scalar 

quantizer. Two out of the three estimation strategies introduced in this chapter 

rely on this result and it provides insight to the design and analysis of sequential 

quantization systems. 

The optimality of LRQs in unconstrained quantization systems is, on the one 

hand, hardly surprising because the likelihood ratio is a sufficient statistic for dis

crimination between two simple hypotheses [9]. It stands to reason that an optimal 

quantizer designed to preserve discrimination information would produce a quantized 

version of it. On the other hand, this result is notable because it implies that the 

partitions associated with optimal LRQs can be vastly different from optimal par

titions associated with mean-squared error. Nearest neighbor (Voronoi) regions [4] 

are known to be optimal for the mean-squared error criterion, but there is no reason 

to assume that such partitions would result from thresholding the likelihood ratio. 

Figure 3.2 shows two examples illustrating the point. 

The formal statement of Tsitsiklis' result requires two additional definitions. Re

call from Chapter 2 that T(<i, L) denotes the set of all d-dimensional deterministic 
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vector quantizers with an output index set of cardinality L and that T(d, L) denotes 

the set of all randomized vector quantizers of the same dimensionality and cardinal

ity. For the results presented in this section assume T(d, L) only contains randomized 

quantization rules whose auxiliary random variable Z is statistically independent of 

the inputs X\,..., Xj. 

Definition 3.1 (Canonical and Deterministic LRQ). Let t be a threshold vector 

(ti,...,tL-i) that satisfies 0 < ti < ... < £L_I < oo and defines the disjoint in

tervals 

h = [0,ii), h = [ti,t2), ... ,IL-2 = [*L-2,*L-I), h-i = [<L-I,OO]. 

Then a canonical likelihood ratio quantizer is a quantizer 7 G T such that 7(X) = i 

if and only if l(X) G U for all i G {0 , . . . , L - I}, X G Rn. A quantizer 7 G T 

is a deterministic LRQ if there exists a permutation mapping n : {0 , . . . , L — 1} 1—• 

{0 , . . . , L — 1} such that the composite function TT O 7 is a canonical LRQ. 

The permutation mapping introduced in Definition 3.1 accounts for the fact that 

/-divergences are not functions of a quantizer's output value (index) but rather of the 

distribution characterizing the indices. Thus, with such criteria one can permute the 

indices (with everything else being equal) and not alter the value of the divergence. 

Definition 3.2 (Randomized LRQ). Lett be a threshold vector (ti,... ,tL_i) that 

satisfies 0 < t\ < ... < i i_i < 00 and defines the intervals 

h = [0,ti], h = [ti,t2], . . . , I L - 2 = [tL-2,h-i], h-i = [tL-u00}. 
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Then a quantizer 7 e f is a randomized LRQ if 

Pr(7(X) = i and l(X) <£ If, Hj) = 0 for all i,j. (3.10) 

Condition (3.10) allows the probability of the event { T ( X ) ^ i and l(K) G Ii} to 

be greater than zero and means that a randomized LRQ has the freedom to choose 

randomly how to quantize X if l(K) equals a threshold value (assuming the proba

bility of such an event is greater than zero). However, if l(X.) lies within the interior 

of the interval Ii then it will be deterministically quantized to the value i. In con

trast, the randomization in a generic randomized vector quantizer is a random choice 

between arbitrarily defined deterministic quantizers, and not just a choice to resolve 

threshold ambiguity. 

Theorem 3.1 (Tsitsiklis [17]). Let p^) and 9(7) denote the probability mass func

tions induced by 7 under if0 and Hi, respectively. Then there exists a deterministic 

LRQ 7* G T(d, L) that maximizes D(p(7y), 9(7)) over all 7 £ T(d, L). 

Note that this result does not say a LRQ is a unique maximizer, rather it says 

that a maximizing quantizer (with respect to /-divergences) can always be chosen 

to be a LRQ. Theorem 3.1 applies broadly in that it only requires the probability 

measures under H0 and Hi to be absolutely continuous with respect to one another. 

Thus, the optimality of LRQs hold for a very large class of problems. For example, 

it holds for both continuous and discrete distributions, non-Gaussian distributions, 

distributions with non-monotonic likelihood ratios, and nonsymmetric distributions. 
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That said, this result does not offer a complete solution. It only states that in 

searching for an optimal quantization rule, one can reduce the search space to the 

set of likelihood-ratio quantizers. It does not provide a method to solve for a LRQ. 

An iterative algorithm that converges to a LRQ was, however, proposed by Flynn 

and Gray [11] when the convex function / is twice differentiable and strictly convex. 

Unfortunately, the algorithm is difficult to adapt to the structural constraints of 

sequential quantizers, but does have an interesting connection with the empirical 

estimator proposed in Chapter 4 that explains why it always converges to a LRQ 

(details given in Chapter 4). 

An implication of Theorem 3.1 is that the well-known Lloyd-Max optimality con

ditions [4] do not apply when employing /-divergences. In short, the Lloyd-Max con

ditions are necessary and sufficient conditions for an optimal vector quantizer with 

respect to the mean-squared error performance criterion. The first condition states 

that for fixed reconstruction values (codebook), the optimal partition is one composed 

of nearest neighbor regions. The second condition says that given a fixed partition, 

the optimal set of reconstruction values are the centroids of the partitioning cells. 

But LRQs do not necessarily produce nearest neighbor regions, nor do they require 

reconstruction values (see Figure 3.2). Any non-monotonic likelihood-ratio function 

has level sets that could induce a partition with non-simply connected cells and thus 

are not nearest neighbor regions. And since divergences depend on the probability 

mass of the cells and not reconstruction values, the centroid condition does not apply 
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Figure 3.2 : Contour plot of two likelihood ratio functions. Unlike partitions optimized 
to minimize the mean-squared error, LRQ partitions are not composed of Voronoi 
cells. In fact, as the panels depict, LRQ partitions can have regions that are not 
simply-connected and thus cannot be formed from a nearest neighbor rule. 

either. 

3.3 Conditional Estimates 

Conditional estimates are found by maximizing what are known as conditional di

vergences. Let p(0m|Y™_1) and q'(0m|Y]n_1) denote the conditional probability mass 

functions of the output random variable Ym conditioned on the random vector Y^1-1, 

ptymlY?-1) = (P(0m(Xm , Yf" 1 ) = OlYr 1 ) ) , • • •, P(4>m{Xm, Y r 1 ) = L- l l Y r 1 ) ) 

<K0miYrx) = (Q(<t>m(xm, Y r 1 ) = or*?-1)), • • •, Q O M * ™ Y r 1 ) = L - i |v r 1 ) ) -
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Then the conditional divergence between p((})m\Y™ ) and q{4>m\Y™ ) is defined as 

£ m - l _ l £ _ l 

j=0 v= 0 

L m - J - 1 

= £ P&iY?-1) = J) 
j=0 

Q((f>m,j(Xm) = iY 
P{4>mJ{xm) = i) 

'L-l 
Q(<j>m,j(Xm) =j) 

)=i) 

(3.11a) 

(3.11b) 

Recall that (j)mj(Xm) is shorthand notation for 4>m{Xmiy™~1) where y™_1 is a real

ization of Y™_1 and j indexes the different outcomes of Y™-1. 

The conditional estimation strategy first maximizes D{p{<pi),q{(t>i)) to produce 

an estimate 0i, then given this rule, maximizes D(p((f>m\Yi), q(<j)m\Yi)) to produce <p2, 

then maximizes D(p{4>m\Y\),q((f)m\Y\)) to produce </>3, and so on. 

Definition 3.3 (Conditional estimates). Let <fico = (<Pi°, ...,4%°) denote a con

ditional estimate of an optimal sequential quantization rule <f>*. Then a conditional 

estimation strategy is one that determines the estimates <^° in numerical order, 

m = 1 , . . . , d, according to 

m = 1 

</>: CO 
m 

argmax D(p((j)1),q(4>1)) 
0ier(i,L) 

argmax D^^Y^-^q^lY^1)) 1 < m < d 

> K=d-1 

argmax D{p{(f)m),q{(j)m)) 
0mer(i , i ) 

1 < m < d, K = 0. 

(3.12) 

Because conditional estimates are sequentially determined, the maximizations over 

the class of randomized quantizers in (3.12) can be reduced to maximizations over 
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a class of deterministic quantizers. The simplification results because the proba

bilities P(^(Y71-1) = j) appearing in the expression of the conditional divergence 

are known at every stage of the sequential process. For a given m, the probability 

P(<£>(Y™_1) = j) only depends on 0jp°,. . . , $ji-i- Thus, it can be computed and used 

in the computation of 0£°. Consequently, the maximization of over 0m boils down to 

independently maximizing each constituent divergence (bracketed terms) in (3.11b) 

over (j)mj e T(l, L) for j = 0 , . . . , Lm~l - 1, that is, 

argmax D{jp{<l>m\Y^-1),q{<t>m\Y^-l)) = 

£ P(V?(Yr1)=i) 
3=0 

(3.13) 

Theorem 3.1 now applies directly; each estimate <j>^ can be chosen to be a LRQ 

operating on the conditional likelihood ratio q{xm\yr^~l)/p{xm\y'^i~1), where in this 

expression p(xm\y™_1) and qixmly™-1) denote the conditional probability density 

functions associated with P and Q. Therefore, the overall conditional estimate (j)CO 

is a large vector of estimates {<f>f°, %^j, m = 2,... ,d,j = 0,..., L m _ 1 — 1} whose el

ements can be chosen to be scalar LRQs that operate on the relevant conditional 

likelihood ratios. Note that this strategy treats the maximization of D(p((j)), q(4>)) as 

a separable optimization over <f>i,..., fa when in fact the conditional divergences are 

coupled, that is, each quantizer's output is a function of previous outputs. This is the 

reason why conditional estimates are not global solutions in general. However, the 

argmax P(0 m j (X m ) = i)f[ 'J — -
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approach has the virtue of scalability. If an additional component quantizer is added 

to the system, (3.13) suggests that the new conditional estimate can be computed 

without recomputing all the other component estimates. This property is a direct 

consequence of performing the maximizations in order. Furthermore, because the 

conditional estimation strategy optimizes each individual component quantizer sepa

rately, conditional estimates automatically satisfy a sequential quantizer's structural 

constraints. No additional steps are needed in the optimization process to ensure the 

estimate lies within <&(d, L). 

Solving the L — l/L — 1 maximizations to find the estimates (j)mj can be done 

in several ways and usually involves making some additional assumptions about the 

partitioning intervals (each estimate (f>mj is a scalar quantizer). Poor and Thomas [10] 

studied the case where the number of cells equals L and proposed a gradient descent 

method to find the locations of the optimal breakpoints2 (see also [13]). We propose 

a solution in Section 3.5.3 based on simulated annealing [44]. It assumes a fine 

resolution partition on a bounded interval where the number of cells is much larger 

than L and produces an estimate by finding the optimal labeling of the partition. 
2We note that Poor's and Thomas' solution requires / to be twice differentiable with continuous 

derivatives. An example of a /-divergence that does not satisfy this requirement is the Kolmogorov 
distance. 
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3.3.1 Remarks 

(a) In [45], Balasubramanian et al. investigated a sequential quantizer that was op

timized by successively applying known high-rate, Bennett-like results [3,46]. 

They found that for a mean-squared error criterion sequential quantization is a 

feasible, practical approach that offers some of the partition flexibility found in 

unconstrained vector quantizers while reducing encoding and decoding complex

ity. Balasubramanian did not teased apart their system's structural constraints 

with their optimization technique as is done here and they did not consider 

measures of discrimination. Their work does, however, offer the advantage of 

variable rate sequential quantization. 

(b) Because the conditional estimation strategy is essentially a case where a system's 

structure evinces the estimation strategy, it is straightforward to generalize it 

for any K < d — 1 if the "depth" of conditioning is tied to K. Specifically, we 

could define a conditional estimate as 

?g° = argmax D(p(cf>m\YZZl
K), <z(0jY™:j,)), K < m < d. (3.14) 

0m,j6r(l,d) 
j=0 LK-1 

If there is a mismatch between the structure's "depth" of communication and 

the strategy's "depth" of conditioning, Theorem 3.1 does not apply. For ex

ample, an attempt to maximize D(p((f>m\Y^l~l), q(<pm\Y'^l~1)) with K = K0 for 

m > K0 would not result in a decomposition like (3.11b). A similar situation 

is discussed in Section 3.4 where the optimization technique does not allow for 
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any conditioning, yet the depth of communication is greater than zero. 

(c) By loosening the rigidity of this approach, scalability can be traded-off for a 

better estimator. In particular, instead of determining {<^°}^=i as in (3.12), 

we could attempt to parameterize the quantization rules and then jointly max

imize D(p((/)),q((j))) over these parameters [7]. While this joint optimization 

necessarily yields a better estimate than (f)co, the number of parameters over 

which to optimize grows exponentially. This growth is exactly the scalability 

cost one pays for the better estimate. 

(d) The additivity property of the KL divergence extends to situations where the 

distributions in question have Markov dependencies. If, for example, there is a 

first order Markov dependency among the variables Y\,...,Yd under P and Q, 

then 

d 

Pr(Y = y) = PT(Y1 =Vl) ]J Pr(Ym = i|Ym_! = ym_1), (3.15) 
m=2 

and therefore, 

d 

DKL(PY, 9Y) = DKL(pYl,qYl) + ^ £>Ki,(Pym|rm-i, Qvm\Ym^)- (3.16) 
m=2 

Thus whenever the KL divergence is used and the outputs Yi , . . . , Yd of a se

quential quantization system have Markov dependencies of the same order as 

the conditioning of the conditional estimation strategy, the estimate <fico equals 
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4>*. This situation occurs, for example, when the observations are statistically 

independent and the sequential structure is communicative with K = d — 1. 

3.3.2 Special cases 

Input-broadcast structures. A conditional estimate 7
c o = (li°, • • •, ld°) f°r a 

input-broadcast system takes the form 

ZjCO 

argmax D(p(7i),9(7i)) 
7ier(i,L) 

m = 1 

> K = d-1 

argmax D ( p ( 7 m | Y r 1 ) , ? ( 7 m | Y r 1 ) ) 1 < m < d 
7m€r(m,i) 

argmax £(p(7m),g(7m)) 
^ 7mer(i,L) 

1 < TO < d, K = 0. 

(3.17) 

where analogous to (3.11b), 

D(K7m|Yr1),?(7miYr1))= £ p(^(vr1)=i) 
"L- l 

^p(7m(xr) = zKYr 1 )=i) / 
t = 0 

Q(7m(Xr)=^(Yrx)=i) (3.18) 
,p(7m(xr) = #(Yr1)=i), 

Even though (3.17) looks identical to (3.12), note that the argument of 7 is a vector 

of real-valued random variables whereas the argument of 4> consists of only one real-

valued random variable and a vector of discrete random variables. 

Theorem 3.1 also applies in this situation but in a different fashion than above. 

Like (3.11b) the bracketed terms in (3.18) are /-divergences, but unlike (3.11b), 

it is not immediately clear how to apply Theorem 3.1 because the optimization of 
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the bracketed divergences appear coupled. However, in this context, j m may be 

thought of as a quantization rule that maps an union of disjoint sets that cover Rm 

into an index set, that is, 7m : Ui(A? x ^ ) l—* {0, • • • , £ } , where the sets {Aj} are 

pairwise disjoint and describe the conditioning events {^(Y^ -1) = j)} (see [7] for 

details). Consequently, 7m can be thought of as a collection of vector quantizers 

{lm,j} f=o ~l,lm,j '• [Aj x R) i-* {0, . . . , L } , where each operates on different (and 

disjoint) subsets of Rm. The maximizations in (3.17) can now be thought of as being 

separable over {7m,j}jTo ~ \ 

L " 1 " 1 - ! 

argmax £ P{lm(X?) = i^iXT1) = j) 
Tm,jer(m,L) ^ Q 

JQ(ym(X?) = i\<p(Yr1)=jy 
. (3.19) 

.P(7m(Xr) = t | v ( Y r 1 ) = i ) . 

Theorem 3.1 now directly applies and says that for each m,j, 7 ^ is a LRQ that 

quantizes a likelihood ratio of the form <7(x^|x™_1 G A^/f^x^x™ - 1 G Aj). Un

fortunately, performance analysis of this method suffers from the same difficulties 

as analyzing a standard deterministic LRQ. Section 3.5.3 offers a way around this 

obstacle for input-broadcast systems with modestly sized parameters d and L. 

Note that the ability to describe 7m as a collection of vector quantizers derives 

from the estimation strategy. In contrast, describing <j)m as a collection of scalar 

quantizers {4>m,j} (as in Section 2.1) derives from a sequential quantizer's structure 

and not from the method of estimation. In general, it would be incorrect to described 

7m (as defined in Section 2.1.2) as the collection {7m,j}- It is simply a deterministic 
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vector quantizer. 

Input-broadcast structures with common input. When the input is com

mon to all the quantizers, the input-broadcast system degenerates into a common in

put noncommunicative one, and by Definition 3.12, the conditional estimates {0™°} 

are the quantization rules that maximize D(p(,yrn), q(,ym)), 1 < m < d. This situation 

is equivalent to a local estimation strategy, discussed next. 

3.4 Local Estimates 

Local estimates are found by maximizing the marginal divergences between the prob

ability mass functions induced by the component quantizers {<t>m\m=i-

Definition 3.4 (Local estimates). Let 4>LO = {4>\°-l • • •, 4>d°) denote the local estimate 

of the optimal sequential quantization rule 0*. Then a local estimation strategy is one 

that determines the estimates <^° in numerical order, m = 1 , . . . , d, according to 

%?={ 

argmax D{p{(j)1),q{4)l)) m = 1 
<t>ier(i,L) 

argmax D{p(4>m),q{(j)m)) l<m<d 
<t>m&T{l,L,L^-^) 

) K = d-\ 

(3.20) 

argmax D{p{(t}m),q{(j)m)) 1 < m < d, K = 0. 
4>mer(i,L) 
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where 

D{p{4>m\ q(<t>m)) = Tpi{<t>m)f ( ^^4) , 

ft(^) = p ( ^ m ( i m i Y r 1 ) = * ) i 
V K .= d - 1, 

Pi(0m) = P{(j>m{Xm) =l)\ 
\ K = 0. 

Qi(<l>m) = Q{4>m(Xm) =i)' 

This estimation strategy is the most restrictive scheme discussed in this chapter, and 

hence, it is generally the worst performing. It treats the maximization of the joint 

output divergence D(p((f)), q{4>)) over the component rules (<^>i,..., (f>d) as a completely 

separable optimization when in general it is not. In contrast to conditional estimates, 

local estimates maximize divergences between marginal distributions and not diver

gences between conditional distributions. 

By expressing the marginal divergence explicitly in terms of the deterministic rules 
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{<l>m,j}f=o \ we have for m = 2 , . . . , d that 

^ ° = axgmax g p f o . ^ . , Y f - ) = i) • / ( ^ " l " - ! ' I l l ) 

(3.21a) 

i - l L " 1 " 1 - ! 

= argmax £ £ P^OT" 1 ) = J)P{^j{Xm) = i) 

j=0,.. . , im-l-l ( 3 . 2 1 b ) 

\Ej:0
1-1P&(Y?-1)=J)P(<t>rnAXrn)=i))' 

Unlike the conditional estimation strategy, the maximizations over <j)m>j do not sepa

rate, that is, the argmax cannot be taken inside the summations (cf. equation (3.13)). 

Consequently, Theorem 3.1 does not apply. There are, however, some special circum

stances for which LRQ's do play a role. These cases are discussed in Section 3.4.2. 

Because the components 0^° are found by definition in numerical order, the 

weighting probabilities P ^ Y ™ " 1 ) = j) and Q(^(Y^~1) = j) are known at each 

stage. Hence the maximization over all randomized quantizers is actually a joint 

maximization over the set of deterministic scalar quantizers {^m^l^To - 1- This max

imization can be performed numerically in several ways. As for the conditional es

timation strategy, we provide a solution method based on simulated annealing in 

Section 3.5.3. 

Note that the non-separability of (3.21b) is caused by the estimation strategy and 

not the system's structural constraints. Indeed, one only needs to compare (3.13) 
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and (3.21b) to see the point. 

3.4.1 Remarks 

(a) As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the local estimation strategy is 

scalable because each component quantizer can be determined independently of 

the others. The strategy also has the advantage that it only requires knowledge 

of the marginal densities p(xm), q(xm) and not knowledge of the dependency 

structure of the joint or conditional densities. 

(b) Intuitively, one might expect that optimizing marginal divergences would pro

duce solutions that would not take advantage of the communications among the 

quantizers, or put differently, one might expect a local estimation strategy to 

force a sequential quantization structure to become noncommunicative. This is 

in fact not the case. Examination of (3.21b) shows that the divergence can only 

be improved by taking advantage of the shared information. The experimental 

results in Section 3.6 verify this claim. 

(c) The local estimation strategy resembles the person-by-person optimization tech

nique sometimes employed in the distributed detection literature [47,48]. In 

a typical distributed detection problem, a necessary condition for optimality 

is that if all decision rules are held fixed save one, system performance can

not be improved by adjusting that one rule. A distributed detection system 
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designed to meet these person-by-person necessary conditions may not be an 

optimal system, but it is certainly a reasonable approach, especially if it reduces 

the complexity of the problem. Unfortunately, solving for sequential quantiza

tion rules that meet these necessary conditions is very difficult because of the 

inter-quantizer communications and the possibility of statistical dependencies 

between the inputs. 

(d) Longo, Lookabaugh, and Gray [16] also developed an iterative procedure similar 

to the local estimation strategy that maximizes the Bhattacharyya coefficient 

between the quantized outputs of a noncommunicative system. The procedure 

was motivated by Lloyd's algorithm for optimizing scalar quantizers according 

to a mean-squared error criterion, but it more closely resembles a person-by-

person strategy (see remark (c) above). 

3.4.2 Special cases 

Noncommunicative structures. By definition, we have 

%?= argmax]PP(0m(Xm) = i)f(Q^%n\ =_f)' rn=l,...,d. (3.22) 

Theorem 3.1 directly applies to (3.22) because a noncommunicative system's struc

tural constraints force the input of each </>£f to only be a function of Xm. Thus, 

each quantizer 0^° is a scalar LRQ based on the marginal distribution of Xm. If 

the observations are statistically independent, the outputs Ym are also independent 
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and a local estimate is the true optimal solution for all /-divergences that satisfy the 

additivity property, that is, <^° = <$>*m for all m. For example, in the case of the KL 

divergence we have 

0* = argmax DKL(p(<t>), q(cf>)) (3.23a) 
0e*(d,L) 
d 

= Y] aigmax DKL(p((f)m),q((f)m)) (3.23b) 
m = 1 *mer(i,i) 

= £ Ao,(p(?5?),«(g?)) . (3.23c) 

The solution therefore is to have each quantizer be a LRQ designed solely by looking 

at its input. If the observations are independent and identically distributed, all the 

component LRQ's will have the same threshold. By definition, local estimates and 

the conditional estimates coincide for noncommunicative structures. 

Noncommunicative structure with common input. With a common input 

X (and K = 0), (3.21b) reduces to 

%> = a r g m a x X > ( < U * ) = O / f p ^ f f i = * | \ m = l,...,d. (3.24) 

Like for (3.22), Theorem 3.1 applies directly (each estimate <^° is a scalar LRQ), and 

because the input observation is common, each quantization rule <pm is exactly the 

same. Consequently, the probability mass functions p{4>), Q.{4>) are Bernoulli and thus 

the joint divergence D(p(</)),q(<f>)) equals D(p((j)i),q((j)i)). Therefore, in this special 

case, the performance of the sequential system equals that of just one of its component 

quantizer. 
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Input-broadcast structure. For an input-broadcast system, the local estimate 

takes the form 

tf> = axgmax £ F ( 7 r o ( X r ) = ,)f ( f f i g g h g ) • (3-25) 

Again Theorem 3.1 applies directly, but in this case, each maximization must now be 

taken over the set of all deterministic quantization rules with input dimension m. As 

with the conditional strategy, simulated annealing is employed in the next section to 

find these LRQs. 

3.5 Joint Estimates 

Unlike conditional and local estimates, the estimator presented in this section attacks 

the problem 

4>* = argmax D{p{<j>),q{<f>)), 
(j>e$(d,L) 

by simultaneously optimizing the components rules 4> = (0i, • • • ,<fid) to produce an 

estimate <fi. The technique is based on a partition of the bounded subset [a, b]d C M.d, 

a <b. Let IT denote a uniform tessellation (partition) of [a, b]d by hypercubes (see 

Figure 3.3). Let Nd < oo be the total number of cells in ir (N along each dimension) 

and denote the zth cell by Si, i = 1 , . . . , Nd. We assume N > L. 

The partition IT has two noteworthy attributes. First, it satisfies a sequential 

quantizer's structural constraints. In fact, n results when all the component partitions 

7rmj are identical (same number of breakpoints with Nmj = N for all m,j). Second, 
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Figure 3.3 : Partition ir used in conjunction with the simulated annealing algorithm 
to produce the joint estimate <f)JO for the case d = 2. 

by allowing N to be larger then L the resolution of 7r can be controlled independently 

of the quantization rate. Larger N implies finer resolution. Thus N can be used to 

improve estimation and approximation losses without increasing quantization rates. 

To handle distributions that have support outside of [a, b]d, one can either truncate 

and re-normalize the density functions such that they are supported on [a, b]d, or 

augment 7r with large "edge blocks" as depicted in Figure 3.3. The first method is 

appealing when the likelihood ratio is numerically negligible (relative to its maximum 

value) outside of [a, b]d. The latter can be easily incorporated into the joint estimation 

strategy because they can be treated in the same way as cells in n. 

The construction of a joint estimate requires a search over all labelings of n that 
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satisfy a sequential quantizer's structural constraints. (Recall from Section 2.4 that 

there are LXN valid labelings.) For a given labeling, each cell's label represents mem

bership in one of the Ld partitioning regions R^ These regions are unions of like-

labeled cells in 7r, 

• Ri= | J Sk, ie{0,...,Ld-l}, (3.26) 
k:lab(Sk)=i 
ke{l,...,Nd} 

where lab(-) indicates the label of its argument. Let TTR denote the resulting partition 

{Ri}^1 and let II# denote the set of all partitions 7TR that can be formed from 

all of the valid labelings of IT. Then, if </>7rH(x) = i for x G Ri defines a sequential 

quantization rule based on TTR, a joint estimate (f)JO of (f>* is defined as 

? J ° = ?*It where TT*R = argmax D(p(J7rR),g(J7rfl)). (3.27) 

Note that <j)3° is not unique; any labeling of n*R produces an estimate that maximizes 

the divergence. 

We solve (3.27) using simulated annealing, a well-known combinatorial optimiza

tion technique (a detailed description appears below). The annealing process attempts 

to find the best partition within UR to produce an estimate. 

3.5.1 Simulated Annealing 

Simulated annealing enjoys broad applicability and proven effectiveness in solving 

computationally complex problems [44,49-52]. However the method, like any other, 
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has its faults. It is heuristically derived (there are no guarantees on the rate of 

convergence) and setting the algorithm's parameters can be more art than science. 

But despite these negatives, simulated annealing is well-suited to the optimization of 

sequential quantization systems because structural constraints are easily incorporated 

and adhered to throughout the optimization process. In addition, this method is 

amenable to situations where the input distributions are unknown and need to be 

estimated from data. 

Simulated annealing mimics the metallurgical process of annealing, where a metal 

(steel for instance) is heated and then slowly cooled [49]. The slow rate of cooling 

allows the molecules within the metal to crystalize in a low-energy equilibrium state, 

rendering the metal less brittle and more workable. When this idea is applied in 

optimization problems, the objective function is "slowly cooled" so as to prevent 

solutions from being trapped in local minima or maxima. In practice one simulates 

this behavior by randomly perturbing the state of a finite discrete set over which the 

objective function is denned, and say for a maximization, accepting perturbations 

that decrease the objective function with some probability instead of simply rejecting 

them. These probabilities depend on what is known as a temperature schedule which is 

simply a decreasing sequence of positive numbers ("temperatures") that controls the 

rate at which these probabilities decrease. For any given temperature, the objective 

function is allowed to reach what is qualitatively equivalent to an equilibrium state for 

that temperature. As the temperature decreases, or as the probability of accepting 
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perturbations that reduce the objective function decreases, the algorithm converges 

(theoretically) under suitable conditions to a global solution (see Section 3.5.5). The 

annealing approach developed here follows these basic steps but is tailored to the 

estimation of sequential quantization rules. 

Suppose an objective function g defined on some finite set Z is to be maximized. 

Assume that for each state n'mZ there is an associated neighborhood (set) V(n) C Z. 

Typically V{n) is a small subset of Z. Let Ti, T2 , . . . be a sequence of strictly positive 

numbers such that 

Ti> T2> ... and lim T,- = 0. (3.28) 

This sequence represents the temperature schedule. For fixed Tj, the random process 

of perturbing the state and probabilistically accepting the perturbations forms a ho

mogeneous discrete-time Markov chain. The one-step transition probability matrix 

is 

Pn,k = Pr (transitioning to state k | presently in state n) 

Gn,kAn,k iin^k 
= < (3.29) 

1 - Ej^n GnjAnj if 71 = k, 

where Gn^ is a generator probability matrix whose elements are the probabilities of 

generating a perturbation from state n to state k, and An^ is an acceptance probability 

matrix specifying the probabilities of accepting a perturbation as the next state once 
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it has been generated. In our implementation G and A take the forms 

l/\V{n)\ if k EV(n) 
Gn,k — 

0 otherwise 

(3.30) 

exp {-(<?(£;)-<?(n))/?}} \i g{n) < g(k) 
An,k = { (3.31) 

1 otherwise. 

Thus there is a uniform distribution across all neighborhoods in Z. The exponential 

probability of accepting a perturbation that decreases g's value is the original accep

tance probability proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [49] in 1983 and in fact has its origin 

in the Metropolis algorithm [53] used in statistical physics and introduced in 1953. 

Note that because A depends on 7}, the annealing process is actually a sequence of 

homogenous Markov chains indexed by 7), rather than a single homogeneous chain. 

In our application, the annealing algorithm randomly perturbs the labeling of IT 

at each iteration / to randomly select a partition ITR G HR or equivalently a quan

tization rule (f)nR. It then forms the probabilities ^ , (0^) = P{Ri) = P(0^fl(X) = i), 

i = 0 , . . . , Ld — 1, computes the divergence D(p(<pnR), g(0„-R)), and probabilistically 

updates the current estimate <j)^R{l,Tj) according to the annealing process. The al

gorithm ceases when a stopping criterion is met and the final labeled partition is 

declared the joint estimate 4>JO of 4>J°. Details about the perturbations, stopping 

criterion, and the temperature schedules are given in the following sections. 
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3.5.2 Perturbations for joint estimates 

During the annealing process, all perturbations must conform to structural con

straints, otherwise one runs the risk that the resulting quantizer is not a realizable 

sequential quantizer. In an unconstrained scenario, a perturbation simply consists of 

randomly selecting a cell in n and randomly changing its label. Annealing with such 

perturbations would ultimately produce an approximation to an optimal LRQ and 

yield a quantization rule that would require a system to have complete access to all 

inputs Xi,... ,Xd. 

Fortunately, perturbing 7TR, or equivalently (f).KR, is nearly as easy as in the uncon

strained case. It only requires two steps: 

1. Randomly select one of the XN cells associated with the scalar quantizers 

{<j>lt<j>mJ,m = 2,...,d,j = O , . . . , ^ - 1 - 1}, A = -J-^J (see (2.10) with 

K = d-l). 

2. Randomly draw a label from the set {0 , . . . , L — 1} and assign it to the selected 

cell from step 1. 

At each iteration, the perturbed ITR (4>^R) is constructed from the set {(f>m,j} using 

the algorithm listed in Figure 2.2. This procedure preserves a sequential quantizer's 

structural constraints. Figure 3.4 graphically depicts two hypothetical perturbations. 

Perturbations for input-broadcast structures. To compute joint estimates 
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for input-broadcast structures the simulated annealing algorithm is only run once. 

At each iteration, a random choice is made to perturb one of the d component rules 

{7m°}- Once that choice is made, a cell that lies within [a, b]m is randomly selected and 

its mth-dimension's label component is randomly assigned a label from {0 , . . . , L — 1}. 

3.5.3 Perturbations for conditional and local estimates 

Recall from Section 3.3 that conditional estimates are determined by separately solv

ing for A scalar quantizers {</>i°, 4>^j,m = 2,... ,d,j = 0,...,Lm_1 — 1}. The esti

mates therefore can be a result of A independent simulated annealing runs, where 

in each uniform partition of [a, b] is perturbed. The procedure is the one-

dimensional equivalent of the two step process for a joint estimate: Randomly choose 

an interval and then randomly reassign a label from {0 , . . . , L — 1}. The underly

ing probabilities are governed by the appropriate conditional densities (again refer to 

Section 3.3). 

Local estimates 4>LO, rn = l,...,d are found by optimizing D(p(4>m), q((j)m)) jointly 

over {4>m,j}f=o • One proceeds in numerical order first determining 0^°, then §\°, 

and so on. Using simulated annealing to find a particular estimate 0™, one first 

constructs Lm~l labeled, uniform partitions of [a,b]. A perturbation then amounts 

to randomly choosing an interval among the L m _ 1 one-dimensional partitions and 

randomly changing its label. At each iteration, the marginal divergence is computed 

for the perturbed component quantization rule and the current estimate is proba-
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bilistically updated (as normal). Note that the probabilities P(<£>(Y™_1) = j) and 

Q(ip(Yip~1) = j) needed to compute the marginal divergences at each iteration are 

known because local estimates are sequentially determined. 

Perturbations for input-broadcast structures. Recall from Section 3.3.2 

that for an input-broadcast system a conditional estimate 7^° is a collection of LRQs 

{lm°j} e a c n defined on a disjoint m-dimensional subspace determined by the condi

tions {Y™_1 = y™-1}. Determination of each 7^? requires one run of the annealing 

algorithm and the estimates must be found in numerical order m = l,...,d. In 

each run, perturbations consist of randomly selecting a cell from within one of the 

subspaces defined by the conditions {Y™_1 = y™^}, and randomly perturbing the 

mth-dimension's label corresponding to that cell. 

Referring back to (3.25), a locally optimal estimate 7L O for an input-broadcast 

system is vector or estimates (7^° , . . . ,7d°) where each 7^° is a maximizer of the 

corresponding marginal divergence D(p(jm),q('ym)). When using simulated anneal

ing, the estimation process is broken down into d annealing runs, one to determine 

each estimate 7^°,m = l,...,d. For fixed m, perturbations consist of randomly 

selecting a cell that lies in a K + 1-dimensional subspace of M.d and then randomly 

changing the mth-dimension's label component from the set {0 , . . . , L — 1}. Cells 

are selected from a K + 1-dimensional subspace because each component quantizer 

in an input-broadcast system has K + 1 real-valued inputs. The restriction to only 

allow the mth-dimension's label to be changed derives from maximizing the marginal 
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divergence instead of, say, the conditional divergence D(p(jm\Y™~l},q(pim\Y™~1)). 

The perturbations for the local and conditional estimation strategies are very 

similar, but there is a subtle difference between the subspaces from which the cells 

are randomly selected. For the conditional strategy, all of the annealed subspaces are 

disjoint. For local estimates, the cells are chosen from the entire space [a, b]m and not 

a subspace of it. This difference in the perturbations derives from the difference in 

the quantity being maximized (the conditional versus the marginal divergence). 

3.5.4 Temperature schedule and stopping criterion 

At each temperature, the algorithm must satisfy a stopping criterion before moving 

onto the next temperature. In accord with the annealing analogy, the stopping cri

terion should mark the points when "equilibrium states" are reached. Here, like [50], 

the notion of equilibrium is tied to the rate of accepting perturbations (those accepted 

either because they produce an increase in divergence or those that decrease it but 

are probabilistically accepted). The acceptance rate is periodically calculated (every 

1000 iterations), and its empirical variance is then compared to a threshold. 

no. of times perturbations are accepted in a period at temp T,-
acceptance rate = ;—: — -

total no. of iterations in period at temp T,-

When the threshold is exceeded, iterations at the current temperature stop and the 

algorithm either proceeds to anneal at the next temperature or stops altogether if 

j reaches its maximal value J. The number of temperature stages is determined 
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beforehand and held fixed throughout the process. 

As the algorithm progresses through its temperature schedule, the acceptance rate 

tends to decrease for two reasons. First, it becomes less likely that a perturbation 

will increase the divergence as the labeling improves and second, lower temperatures 

reduce the probability of accepting perturbations that decrease the divergence. Thus 

the set of threshold values used in the stopping mechanism is a non-increasing se

quence whose length equals the number of temperature stages. See Section 3.6 for 

example sequences of threshold values. 

Unfortunately, as with any application of the simulated annealing algorithm, set

ting a temperature schedule is problem dependent. Through experimentation the 

following schedule, reported in the vector quantization literature [4, p. 369], was 

found useful 

T^Toil-j/J)3, j = l,...,J, (3.32) 

where T0 represents an initial temperature. The freedom to choose T0 and to irregu

larly sample this sequence proved sufficient for the range of problems considered, in 

that, the target annealing behavior could always be achieved. Figure 3.5 shows an 

example of this target behavior for the case of the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The 

top panel plots an irregular sampling of (3.32) and indicates the time spent (number 

of iterations) at each temperature 7}. The middle panel shows the output Kullback-

Leibler divergence of a sequential system (d = 2, L = 2, K = 1), and the bottom 

panel shows the acceptance probabilities An^ of changing state when the current 
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perturbation decreased the current joint Kullback-Leibler divergence. Note that for 

lower temperatures more time is spent at each temperature and that the probability 

of accepting a decrease in divergence tampers, resulting in the divergence's convergent 

behavior. 

The difficulty in finding appropriate schedules is a commonly voiced drawback 

to simulated annealing. An approach, such as deterministic annealing [6,54], is ap

pealing in this regard because it completely eliminates the finicky dependence on 

temperature schedules. It is not clear, however, whether a sequential quantizer's 

structural constraints can be enforced with this technique. 

3.5.5 Convergence of simulated annealing in theory and in practice 

In theory, simulated annealing converges asymptotically in probability to a globally 

optimal solution. The probabilistic mechanism of accepting perturbations allows one 

to manipulate the sequence of stationary (equilibrium) distributions such that as 

Tj —> 0 the probability that the algorithm finds an optimal solution approaches one. 

In short, one needs to show that, by construction, the Markov chains produced by 

the annealing process are irreducible and aperiodic for all Tj (proves the existence of 

the stationary distributions) and then show that by letting 7} —> 0 the sequence of 

stationary distributions converges to a uniform distribution over the set of optimal 

solutions (optimal nR and 0„-B). Several proofs exist in various forms of generality, 

each requiring slightly different sufficient conditions [44]. Theorem 3.2 states the 
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result in current context and is provided for completeness. 

Theorem 3.2 (Laarhoven and Aarts [44]). If the generator and acceptance probabil

ities are given by (3.30) and (3.31) and if conditions (3.28) and (3.29) hold, then 

lim lim Pr($^(7) , I) G $SA(d, L, n)) = 1, (3.33) 
Tj —•() I—•oo 

where I denotes the annealing iteration index and <&SA(d,L,7r) the set of globally 

optimal simulated annealing estimates of the optimal sequential quantization rule (f>* 

for fixed d,L, and n. 

Even if <f>JO is contained in the set of globally optimal simulated annealing es

timates, it is not in general the same as <fi*. The imposition of n automatically 

introduces an estimation error between (j)JO and 0* because the boundaries of any 

KR G 11^ are restricted to lie along the boundaries of the uniform partition n. Hence, 

the accuracy of a simulated annealing solution is limited by 7r's resolution. 

As Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [51] point out, the asymptotic convergence of the 

annealing algorithm is perhaps of limited practical value because it says nothing about 

the rate of convergence. Lundy and Mees [55] showed that there is no way to ensure 

polynomial convergence, but they did show that the rate of convergence depends 

on the topology of the neighborhoods V{n). Roughly speaking, they characterized 

the "depth" of a state and showed that as a state's depth increases the time for 

convergence also increases. In our application, a state is a particular rule %R and 

their notion of "depth" relates to the size in which 1y7TR resides. Generally speaking, the 
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smaller the class, the shallower a state's depth is. Thus, because sequential quantizers 

can retain a significant amount of structure in their partitions in comparison to, say, 

unconstrained quantizers, the number of iterations for convergence can be significantly 

less than that needed for unconstrained systems. Quantitatively, this savings can be 

indirectly assess by recalling the function class sizes (see Table 2.4): 

Unconstrained quantizer : LdN 

Sequential quantizer : LXN 

Noncommunicative : LdN 

In comparison to the unconstrained class, the sequential class can have a significantly 

smaller size, and consequently, the time it takes for the annealing algorithm to con

verge can be significantly reduced. For example, for d = 2, L = 2, K = 1 and N = 8, 

LdN* = 2 128 ^ 1 Q 3 8 w h e r e a s LXN = 2 2 4 ^ 1 Q 7 

In applications where simulated annealing does not seemingly converge, one can 

apply a greedy algorithm to the annealed result to affect convergence. In the examples 

below, we simply examine each cell Si G TT separately, and find the best label with 

respect to appropriate divergence while obeying structural constraints. 

3.6 Numerical Examples 

The following two examples demonstrate the use of the above estimation strategies 

and offer additional insight into sequential quantization structures. 
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Example 3.1. Gaussian observations and the Kullback-Leibler divergence. 

Consider a sequential quantization system composed two component quantizers (d = 

2). Let each quantizer have a two element output alphabet (L = 2) and suppose the 

inputs Xi and X2 are jointly Gaussian jV(nij, T,j) ,j = p, q, under P and Q, where 

mp = (0,0), Sj, is a 2 x 2 identity matrix, mq = (1,1), and Sg = ( p i ) . In this 

example, we vary the correlation coefficient p and compute local, conditional, and 

joint estimates using the KL divergence as the performance metric. For the input-

broadcast system, we employ simulated annealing to find the estimates regardless of 

the estimation strategy. Joint estimates are also computed using simulated anneal

ing. All other estimates rely on standard numerical techniques (descent methods for 

example). The underlying partition ir used in the simulated annealing is taken to be 

a 64 x 64 uniform grid of cells bounded by ±3. 

Under these circumstances, the input KL divergence is a convex function of p (see 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7), 

DKL(P, q) = \ log (1 - p2) + ^ j + ^ - . (3.34) 

As p as approaches either ±1 , q becomes concentrated along the diagonal lines 

x2 = ±xi. Thus, increased correlation (either positive or negative) shifts the probabil

ity mass of q such that it is easier to discriminate q from p. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 display 

plots of the input divergence along with the resulting divergences for the local, con

ditional, and joint estimates as a function of p. Note that the plots in the right-hand 
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columns of these figures are normalized by the input KL divergence. These plots thus 

represent the efficiency with which a given structure and estimation strategy preserve 

the input divergence. The highest efficiency is achieved when the divergences are at 

there lowest values. This behavior means that these systems offer the most in terms 

of efficiency when it is the hardest to distinguish q from p and offer the least when 

the problem becomes easier. The gap between the LRQ's divergence and one is the 

inherent divergence loss due to quantization (see Figure 3.1). The gap between the 

LRQ's performance and the performance of the noncommunicative, sequential, and 

input-broadcast structures represents approximation losses (assuming the estimation 

errors are negligible). Note that depending on the value of p, the approximation loss 

can be large or small. In some cases, the approximation loss can even be larger than 

the quantization loss. 

The purpose of Figure 3.6 is to graphically compare the three estimation strategies. 

The top row indicates all three strategies yield approximately the same results for the 

noncommunicative structure. The local and conditional estimates are, by definition, 

identical for the noncommunicative system; the joint estimates show a negligible 

gain for negatively correlated inputs. For the sequential structure, the joint and 

conditional estimates closely track each other with the joint estimates upper bounding 

the conditional ones. The local estimates yield an appreciably smaller divergence 

for mid-range correlation values (—0.5 < p < 0.5). Counter-intuitively, these local 

estimates sometime require inter-quantizer communications even though the approach 
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does not seek to jointly maximize the component quantizers. For instance, the "split" 

partition in the right middle panel of Figure 3.8 shows that 02,o 7̂  $2,1 when p = 0, 

a condition that only happens if there is inter-quantizer communication. Despite the 

communication, however, the overall rule <f>LO performs worse than the conditional 

estimate that does not require inter-quantizer communications. The joint estimate 

requires communication, but the partition induced by this estimation strategy is 

markedly different than the one induced by the local strategy. 

Figure 3.6 also shows that all three strategies yield similarly performing quantizers 

for the input-broadcast system, although the resultant quantization rules still reflect 

the differences among the approaches. The bottom row in Figure 3.8 displays the 

rules for the case p = 0. The local estimate is an overlay of one one-dimensional 

partition (vertical boundary) and one two-dimensional partition (diagonal boundary) 

(see Section 3.4.2). The diagonal boundary is not "discontinuous" like the diagonal 

boundaries in the joint or conditional estimates because a local strategy maximizes 

DKL(P(4>2), 9(^2)) over the plane. Thus this diagonal boundary optimally divides the 

plane into two regions. The joint estimate looks nearly identical to the conditional 

estimate; the only difference is the position of the vertical boundary. 

Figure 3.7 displays the same curves as those in Figure 3.6, but rearranges them 

such that for each estimation strategy one can compare the performances of the 

different structures. We note that the upper right-hand panel suggests that the 

sequential system performs worse than the noncommunicative system. In view of their 
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definitions (see Section 2.1) however, we know that a noncommunicative quantizer is 

a special case of a sequential quantizer. Thus, a sequential quantizer should never 

perform worse than a noncommunicative one. To understand this contradiction, 

consider again the quantization rules in Figure 3.8. The sequential system's local 

estimates for the component rules 4>2,o and 02,i are described by the split horizontal 

boundary (middle panel, left hand column). These rules by definition maximize the 

marginal divergence JDKL(K^2)>9(^2)) when p = 0. Now, if we were to compute 

-DKL(P(<^2))?(02)) using the noncommunicative system's local estimate and compare 

it to the marginal divergence using the sequential system's local estimate, we would 

find that the sequential quantizer's marginal divergences are indeed larger. However, 

when the overall divergence DKL(P(<P)IQ((I>)) is computed using these estimates, the 

noncommunicative system has a larger value. This example therefore demonstrates 

that the method of estimation can color the conclusions drawn about quantization 

structures. 

In Figure 3.7 one sees a clear performance advantage of the input-broadcast struc

ture over the sequential and noncommunicative structures for both the conditional 

and joint estimation strategies. In this example, the maximum improvement in di

vergence over the sequential and noncommunicative structures is approximately 15% 

at p = —0.5. Note that the performance gain of the input-broadcast system suggests 

that sequential systems that decouple the system's quantization rate and the inter-

quantizer communication rate have the potential to deliver significant gains. As is, 
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however, the sequential system only holds a slim advantage over the noncommunica-

tive system in this example. 

Another way to compare structures in this example is to examine the resulting 

output distributions under P and Q. Figure 3.9 shows plots of the marginal probabil

ities P(Ym = 1), Q(Ym = 1), m = 1,2 and the correlation between the two Bernoulli 

random variables Y\ and Y2 as a function of the input correlation coefficient p. These 

three parameters completely characterize the joint distribution of Y = (YiY2) [56]. 

Unlike the correlation coefficient that characterizes the covariance of X under Q, the 

correlations associated with Y are not necessarily bounded by ±1 . For multivariate 

Bernoulli distributions, the constraint that all of the joint probabilities must be non-

negative limits the range of correlation values. Consider, for instance, the bivariate 

Bernoulli distribution 

Pr(r1y2 = oo) = (l - P l ) ( i - P2) + v£ p r(yir2 = 01) = (1 - P l ) P 2 - v£ 

PriY^ = 10) = P l ( l - p2) - v£ Pr^Y, = 11) = Plp2 + < 

where p\ and p2 are the marginal probabilities Pr(Yi = 1) and Pr(Y2 = 1), £ = 

yjp\p2{l — pi)(l —P2), and v = EY1Y2 is the correlation between Yi and Y2. Enforc

ing the positivity constraint yields 

/ PlP2 ( l - P l ) ( l ~ P 2 ) l ^ . . ( P l ( l - P 2 ) ( l - P l ) P 2 l ,„ QKs 
m a X i i ~ ' 1 >< i><min< , y (3.35) 

If, for example, px = 1/4 and p2 = 2/5, then -0.4715 < v < 0.7072. 
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The lower left plot of Figure 3.9 verifies that the noncommunicative structure is 

incapable of inducing correlations in the output under P as the inputs are statistically 

independent. If the noncommunicative structure could induce a change in the output 

correlation, it would have done so like the sequential and input-broadcast structures 

to increase the output divergence. As it is, the only parameters a noncommunicative 

structure can influence are the marginal probabilities. Thus, under Q, the correlations 

present in the quantized outputs (lower right panel) are only a by-product of the 

correlations originally present between the inputs. 

From Figure 3.9, one readily sees that the sequential and input-broadcast struc

tures, in contrast to the noncommunicative structure, are capable of altering all three 

parameters of the output distributions—both marginal probabilities and the corre

lation. Both structures induce correlation under P where there was initially none 

and force the correlation under Q to be essentially constant. The difference in how 

a sequential, noncommunicative, or an input-broadcast structure behave in terms of 

output correlation is a hallmark of these structures. The marginal probabilities for 

the sequential and input-broadcast structures also change (sometimes dramatically, 

e.g. Q(Y2 = 1)) in comparison to the noncommunicative one. 

One can easily extend this example to systems with larger quantization rates and 

to larger numbers of component quantizers. For example, consider the case where 

L = 3, that is, the case where the quantization rate increases from 1 bit/observation 

to 1.585 bits/observation (all other parameters are kept the same). Figure 3.10 shows 
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the resulting joint estimate (f)JO for p = 0 and the normalized KL divergences. Note 

that increasing the quantization rate by just 0.585 bits/observation produces better 

performance that the input-broadcast system with a quantization of 1 bit/observation, 

but with infinite inter-quantizer communication rate. Figure 3.11 shows the results 

from of three three-quantizer systems (d = 3) where the inputs under P are indepen

dent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit 

variance, and under Q, are jointly Gaussian with unit mean and covariance matrix 

described by Ejj = p^~^. We point out that in this particular example, an increase 

in K from 1 to 2 does not increase the output KL divergence. 

Example 3.2. Unknown distributions and the resistor average and Bhat-

tacharyya distances. When P and Q are unknown, data may be used to estimate 

probability distribution on n, and thus we can still obtain estimates to 4>* via simu

lated annealing. There exists many ways to estimate distributions from data. This 

example uses a simple type-based method [35]. Data was generated from a stochastic 

process proposed in [57] intended to model the spatial correlations in sensor network 

data. Specifically, two three-variate independently and identically distributed sam

ples containing 8 x 104 trials each were generated (one sample representing data from 

P, the other from Q). Scatter plots of a portion of these data are shown in Fig

ure 3.12. We consider the design of a three-quantizer sequential (d = 3) quantizer 

with 7r being a three-dimensional uniform bounded partition of 1R3 (N = 8). The 
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resulting type estimates of the distributions on TT are shown in the bottom panels of 

Figure 3.12. The parameters of the model were chosen to reflect a situation where 

the two distributions differ mainly in the correlation structure of the observations. P 

exhibits strong positive correlation between two of the three sensors, while Q exhibits 

strong (positive) correlation between all three sensors. 

Figure 3.13 shows the resultant annealed partitions when the resistor-average dis

tance is used as the performance measure. The increase in K results in different 

partitions in each case, although the gains in resistor-average distance is negligible. 

The annealing algorithm was also run with the Bhattacharyya distance for these same 

cases and the same partitions resulted.: The resistor-average and the Bhattacharyya 

distances upper and lower bound the optimal exponential decay rate of the minimum 

probability of error of the follow-on classifier. Thus, say for K = 2, this optimal error 

rate lies between 0.024 and 0.012. 

3.7 An Extension 

The application of simulated annealing to the estimation of sequential quantization 

rules, and in particular to input-broadcast quantization rules, suggests another struc

ture that falls somewhere in between the sequential and input-broadcast structures. 

For ease of explanation, suppose d = 2 and L = 2. The generalization to d > 2 

is straightforward. Consider a system that communicates Y"i = <p(Xi) to fa and to 

the classifier like a sequential quantizer. However, instead of having Y\ determine 
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which deterministic scalar quantizer to use to quantize X2, consider a system that 

decouples this assignment. For instance, suppose Y\ = 1. In a sequential system 

the event Y\ = 1 dictates that 02,1 is used to quantize X2. Suppose now that the 

system is designed such that 0i can output Y\ = 1, but tell 02 to use 02,o instead 

of 02,i to quantize X2. Such a scheme does not change the quantization rate of 0 

but increase the inter-quantizer communication rate because more information must 

be communicated to 02. This scheme enlarges the class of sequential quantizers and 

can only improve performance. Figure 3.14 shows one example partition using this 

scheme. 
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Figure 3.4 : Example perturbations for a sequential quantizer {d = 2, L = 2) when 
7T is an 8 x 8 grid. The left column shows two labeled partitions prior to being 
perturbed. The right column shows the corresponding perturbed labelings. Note 
that changing one interval's label can have an effect on the labelings of several cells 
S{. For example, when the label in 02,o (circled 1 in lower left hand corner) is changed 
to a zero, three cells in n associated with 02,o a r e effected. These labeled partitions 
represent intermediate stages in the annealing process. 
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Figure 3.5 : Target behavior of the simulated annealing algorithm as a function of 
iteration number. The top panel shows the temperature schedule, the middle panel 
the KL divergence, and the bottom panel the perturbational acceptance probabilities. 
Note that as the temperature decreases the algorithm tends accept perturbations 
that decrease the KL divergence less and thus acts more like a basic "hill climbing" 
algorithm. These plots were taken from the Gaussian example in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 3.6 : Comparison of estimation strategies for Gaussian example. The plots in 
the left column show the resulting KL divergence induced by the various estimates of 
the quantization rule. Normalizing these plots by the input divergence produces the 
plots on the left. 
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KL divergence (bits) Normalized divergence 

Figure 3.7 : Comparison of quantization structures for Gaussian example. Each row 
shows the performance of the noncommunicative, sequential, and input-broadcast 
structures for a particular estimation strategy. The purpose of the plots is to show the 
relative performance of the structures under these different techniques. Surprisingly, 
local estimation ranks the sequential system below the noncommunicative system, 
indicating that local estimation may lead to erroneous judgements about sequential 
quantization structures. 
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Figure 3.8 : Quantization rule estimates for the noncommunicative, sequential, and 
input-broadcast structures [d = 2) for the case p = 0. Note that even though the 
inputs Xi and X2 are statistically independent, the sequential and input-broadcast 
systems take advantage of the information passed from (j>i to 02. 
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Pr(Yi = l) 

Pr(Y2 = l) 

coefficient 

Figure 3.9 : Structural effects on the output distributions for the Gaussian example. 
The output distributions under P and Q can be parametrically described by the two 
marginal probabilities Pr(Yi = l),Pr(y2 = 1), and the output correlation between 
the outputs Yi and Y2. The plots show graphs of these parameters as a function of the 
correlation p between the inputs Xi and X? for the noncommunicative, sequential, 
and input-broadcast structures. 
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Figure 3.10 : Top left: Initial labeled partition used in the annealing algorithm. 
In this scenario, each component quantizer has a quantization rate of L = 3. Top 
right: Resulting joint estimate of the sequential quantization rule for the Gaussian 
example (initial KL divergence= 0.042 bits, final KL divergence= 1.178 bits). Bottom: 
Normalized KL divergence as a function of the correlation coefficient p. 
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Figure 3.11 : Joint estimates of sequential quantization rules for different "depths" of 
communication (different values of K): Gaussian example. The top rows shows the 
estimate for a noncommunicative system; the center row the estimate for a sequential 
system with Kl; and the bottom row the estimate for sequential system with K = 2. 
The resulting KL divergences are 1.287, 1.288, and 1.288 bits, respectively. Note that 
in this particular example, increasing the "depth" of communication did not result in 
any performance gains. 
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Figure 3.12 : Top row: Scatter plots of simulated data for the example in Section 3.2. 
Bottom row: Empirical type-based estimates of the probability distributions on the 
partition 7r. The cell index corresponds to the cells Si. 
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Figure 3.13 : Joint estimates of sequential quantization rules for different "depths" 
of communication (different values of K): Simulated sensor network data. The top 
rows shows the estimate for a noncommunicative system; the center row the estimate 
for a sequential system with K = 1; and the bottom row the estimate for sequential 
system with K = 2. The resulting resistor average distances are 0.033, 0.034, and 
0.035 bits, respectively. 
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Figure 3.14 : Quantization rule resulting from a slight variation to the sequential 
quantization structure. This quantization rule produced a KL divergence of 0.980 
bits. We compare this result to the joint estimate (sequential structure, K = 1) 
shown in Figure 3.8 with a KL divergence of 0.934 bits. 
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Chapter 4 

Empirical Estimates and Structural Losses 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter generalizes the problem considered in Chapter 3 by considering empirical 

estimators, but specializes the discussion by solely focusing on the Kullback-Leibler 

divergence. Fortunately, what is lost by narrowing the discussion is outweighed by 

what is gained by formulating the problem in terms of empirical risk estimation. 

This formulation allows for a clear theoretical understanding of both estimation and 

approximation divergence losses and addresses the realistic scenario where the un

derlying distributions P and Q are unknown. The main goal of this chapter is to 

define an appropriate empirical estimator for sequential quantization systems and to 

characterize these divergence losses. 

4.2 Problem Formulation 

Let P and Q be two probability measures on a common probability space {X,B). 

Assume that P and Q are absolutely continuous with respect to each other so that 

the corresponding densities p and q exist. In this chapter, we assume that p and 

q are unknown and that X is the unit hypercube [0, l]d. Like in Chapter 3, we 

are interested in designing structurally constrained quantization rules with respect to 
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some /-divergence, but unlike Chapter 3, all we have at our disposal are 2n (training) 

observations from which to construct our estimate <fr (n observations from p and n 

from q). There are two typical ways to approach this problem: compute plug-in 

estimates or calculate empirical risk estimators [58]. Empirical risk estimators use 

data to search for "good" estimates from within a pre-specified class. With P and 

Q known, one can (theoretically) find the best estimator from a particular class of 

estimators that minimizes or maximizes the expected value of some given performance 

criterion. When P and Q are unknown, empirical risk estimators pull estimates from 

the same class but minimize or maximize the empirical average of the performance 

criterion. For the problem at hand, we would like to define an estimator of the general 

form 

0n = arg max £>„(</>), (4.1) 
<t>er 

where F is a generic function class and Dn{4>) represents an, as yet unspecified, 

empirical estimate of the KL divergence. The subscript n signifies that the quantities 

are based on 2n observations. 

The form of this empirical estimator is motivated by recent work by Nguyen 

et al. [59] and relies on rewriting the KL divergence in terms of what is known as 

the convex conjugate of the real-valued function / appearing in the definition of 

the class of /-divergences. Briefly, the notion of a convex conjugate is based on 

the observation that a curve can be described as either a "locus of points or as an 

envelope of tangents" [60, p. 102]. More concretely, we say that a (closed) convex 
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»|'-< Convex curve 

Envelope of ^ = ^ = 3 -
tangents 

Figure 4.1 : A convex function can be represented as a graph (thick curve) or as an 
envelope of tangents. 

function / : R i—• R is the pointwise supremum of the collection of all affine functions 

h(x) = xx* — //* such that h < f, (x*, //* G R). See Figure 4.1. From this perspective, 

we can describe / by the set of slope-intercept pairs (a;*,//*) that parameterize the 

envelope of / . We observe that the condition h(x) < f(x) holds for every x if and 

only if 

fj* > sup {xx* - f{x),x E R}. 
x 

This inequality implies that / is the pointwise supremum of a collection of affine 

functions h such that the set of all pairs (x*, [i*) lie within the epigraph1 of a function 

f*(x*) defined by 

/ * ( 0 = sup {xx*-f(x)}. 
x 

Analogously, we can describe /* as the pointwise supremum of the affine functions 

xThe epigraph of a function / : Rd i—> R is the set of points lying on or above its graph, 
epi / = {(x, n) : x £ Rd, /u € R, f(x) < fi} C Rd + 1 . 
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g(x*) = x*x — \i such that (x, n) lie in the epigraph of / . This duality means that we 

can write 

f(x) = sup {x*x-f*(x*)}. (4.2) 
x* 

Now suppose 7 : [0, l]d •—»• {0 , . . . , Ld—1} is an arbitrary deterministic quantization 

rule characterized by the partitioning sets { A } ^ 1 - By applying (4.2), the divergence 

between the probability mass functions induced by 7 may be written as 

jd 1 

C ( p ( 7 ) , ? ( 7 ) ) = E f t ( 7 ) / ( g (4.3a) 

= E ftM • S U P { * * 4 4 - f*(*•)}• (4-3b) 

For the KL divergence, we have by definition (see Table 2.1) that 

— log(x) if x > 0 
/(*) = ! 

+00 if x < 0 

so that 

1- 1 - log(-x*) if x* < 0 

+00 if x* > 0. 

Substituting this convex conjugate into (4.3b), we have the following expressions for 
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the KL divergence 

Ld-\ 

DKMI), 9(7)) = E ftW • fuP {*< 4 4 + ! + lo§(-<)} 
i=0 s*£lR r ' iv / / 

Ld-1 

= E »w • SUP lioe(^) - **44+A 
i=0 

Ld-1 

= 1 + E SUP (Pi(7) log(^) - 0i ft(7)} 

L d - 1 

= 1 + E SUP ( * W iog(^) - ^ g ( ^ ) ) , (4.4) 

where in the second step we let ^ = — x*, and in the last step used the fact that 

Pi(l) = -P(7(X) = i) = P{Ai) with Ai = {x : 7(X) = i}. By defining the function 

Ld-l 

0(x)= E ^ i U W , ^ » + , (4.5) 
i=0 

we can write the KL divergence in the following integral form: 

rd 1 

DKL{P(I)MI)) = 1 + E SUP ( / lo§(^) dP- f 6idQ\ (4.6a) 
i = 0 0i£R+ I ./A* ./A* J 

= l + s u p ( / log(<f>)dP- [ <l>dQ\, (4.6b) 
0 U[0,l]d ^[0,l]d J 

where the supremum in (4.6b) is taken over all functions of the form (4.5). The 

validity of (4.6b) is easily verified. Taking the derivatives of the bracketed terms (4.4) 

with respect to 0; (and checking the positivity of each second derivative) reveals that 

the maximizers are QIA , i = 0 , . . . , Ld — 1. Plugging these ratios back into (4.4), 

we see that it is equivalent to (4.3a). The fact that the suprema are achieved for 

9i = Q\A , i = 0 , . . . , Ld — 1, suggests the interpretation that the supremum in (4.6b) 
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is taken over a class of quantized, inverse likelihood-ratio functions. We mention 

that (4.6b) is the exact equation on which Flynn's and Gray's iterative algorithm [11] 

is based (at least for the KL divergence), even though their derivation made no use of 

convex conjugates (see the comments at the end of Section 3.2). The fact that their 

algorithm maximizes (4.6b) shows why it always converges to a LRQ (see also the 

remarks following Proposition 4.1 in [17]). 

Comparing (4.3a) with (4.6b), we see that the convex conjugate of / transformed 

the KL divergence from an expression involving a quantization rule with a range 

{0 , . . . , Ld — 1} to one with a range over the positive real numbers. Both 7 and 4> are 

based on the same partitioning cells {Ai}. 

The notation <p in (4.6b) purposely suggests that we want the class of functions 

described by (4.5) to be a class of sequential quantization rules. There is a discrep

ancy, however, between the ranges of the functions in the class intimated above and 

our currently defined class <5(d, L). A quantization rule <fi € <&(d, L) has a range 

{0, . . . ,Ld~1}; a rule in (4.5) has a range R+. To eliminate this problem, we simply 

redefine <&(d, L) below, making sure that structural constraints are satisfied. 

We build on the framework used for the joint estimation strategy discussed in 

Chapter 3. Let n denote a tessellation of [0, l]d by uniform hypercubes.2 Let Nd be 

the total number of cells in n (N along each dimension) and denote the iih cell by 

Si, i = 1 , . . . , Nd. n can be labeled according to a sequential quantizer's structural 

Constructing a uniform partition can be done in many ways. One convenient method is to 
dyadically divide the space. 
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constraints where each cell's label is drawn from {0, . . . ,Ld — 1}. As described in 

Section 2.4, there are LXN valid labelings of n. For each valid labeling, we can form 

a partition nR with cells {.Rj}^1 (Ld < Nd) described by 

Ri= | J Sk, ie{0,...,Ld-l}. (4.7) 
fc:lab(5fc)=i 

ke{i,...,Nd} 

Now, for a given partition TTR, define 
Ld-\ 

$VR(d,L,N) = {0(x) = £ ^ l ^ ( x ) : 0* G (b,B], b > 0, 5 < oo}. (4.8) 
i=0 

$irR(d, L, N) is a class of sequential quantization rules on 7TR whose Ld cells have 

positive, bounded real-valued labels. If HR denotes the set of all partitions TTR, we 

can define the new class sequential quantization rules as 

$(d,L,N) = ' | J $VR(d,L,N). (4.9) 

Each member of $(d,L, N) is a piecewise constant function with Ld levels whose par

tition is based on the fine resolution partition n and satisfies a sequential quantizer's 

structural constraints. 

Remark. The quantization rules (f> E $(d, L, N) can be considered elements of a 

sparse linear system. Given a partition 7T,R € IIR, (4.8) says that quantization rules 

based on TTR can be expressed as 

Ld-1 

0(x) = Y, ^ l ^ W , for <}> E *KR(d, L, N). 
3=0 
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By enumerating the indicator functions associated with all the partitions in UR and 

by denoting them generically as ipj, we can express any 4> G <fr(d, L, N) as 

3=0 

Note that because there are LXN partitions in IIR, there are Ld+XN elements in the 

linear system {ipj}. The set {ipj} can be viewed as an overcomplete basis for [0, l]d. 

The representation is sparse in the sense that there are only a small fraction of 

nonzero coefficients, namely L-AJV. For example, only about 1/50 of the coefficients 

are nonzero for a sequential quantization system with two component quantizers 

{d = 2) each having binary outputs (L = 2) and based on a partition ir with 162 

cells (N = 16). This representation's sparsity is a direct consequence of a sequential 

quantizer's structure. 

Before we define our empirical quantization rule estimator, we define the function 

Dn{<t>) as the empirical counterpart of (4.6b), 

i = i i = i 

where {Xf }™=1 and {Xf}™=l are observations distributed according to p and q respec

tively. We can write (4.10) in a more convenient, integral form by interpreting sample 

averages as empirical expectations. For independent and identically distributed ran

dom variables X\,..., Xn, the empirical measure of a set A E [0, l]d , denoted Pn(A) 
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is the sample average 
n 

Pn(A) = -^2lA(Xi). 

The measure Pn thus places a probability mass of £ at each location X^ 1 < % < n, 

i= l 

where here 5xt is a point mass at Xi. The sample average of a function g : [0, l]d •—»• R 

can now be written as an empirical expectation in integral form, 

Pn{g) = -J2g(Xi)= [gdPn. 

(Analogous expressions hold for Qn(A) and Qn(g)-) With this interpretation we can 

now rewrite (4.10) as 

Dn(<f>) = 1 + / log(0) dP„ - / 0 dQn. (4.11) 
J[0,l]d J[0,l]d 

Note that in general Dn(<p) is not a KL divergence; it can in fact be negative for some 

4>e$(d,L,N). 

Finally, we take our empirical quantization rule estimator to be 

0n = argmax Dn((f)). (4.12) 
4>E$(d,L,N) 

We contrast this estimate with the theoretical best sequential quantizer 

0* = argmax D{<f>), (4.13) 
<t>€$(d,L,N) 

where 

D((f>) = 1+ [ log(0) dP- f 0 dQ, (4.14) 
J[o,i]d J [o,i\* 
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and the optimal unconstrained quantizer 

7* = argmax D(7). (4-15) 
7er(d,L<*) 

Here, 7* is essentially unchanged from Chapter 3 (it is still a LRQ), but T(d,Ld) 

should be interpreted as a class of quantization rules with positive real-valued lev

els and no partition restrictions. It corresponds to the class of functions described 

by (4.5). Formally, we re-define Y(d,Ld) as 

Ld-1 

T(d, Ld) = (7(x) = £ 7*U(x) : 7t e K + } , 
.t=0 

where {Ai}^1 is some arbitrary partition of [0, l]d . 

We assess the quality of <pn by characterizing the estimation and approximation 

losses, and the total KL divergence loss. With empirical estimates, the estimation loss 

D(<f>*) — D(<pn) now reflects the divergence loss caused by constructing 4>n from data 

instead of it reflecting the sub-optimality of an estimation strategy when P and Q are 

fully known. Approximation loss still has the same interpretation as in Chapter 3; 

however, the class from which (f>* is drawn has changed. 

A starting place from which to analyze the total divergence loss can be derived 

from the following two basic inequalities, 

D{<f>") - £ > ( ? „ ) > 0 (4.16) 

Dn{P) - Dn($n) < 0, (4.17) 

that follow from the definitions of <j>* and fa: 4>* is the quantization rule in $(d, L) that 

maximizes the "true" divergence and <pn is the rule within <3>(d, L) that maximizes 
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the empirical divergence. These inequalities imply 

0 < D(<f) - D($n) 

= L>(0*) - D($n) + Dn(4>*) - Dn{4>*) + Dn($n) - Dn$n) 

= (D(cf>*) - Dn(<t>*)) - (D($n) - Dn($n)) + (Dn(cf>*) - Dn($n)) 

< (D(<f>*) - Dn(<t>*)) - (D($n) - £>„(?„)) 

= -[{DnW) - D{<f)) - (Dn(k) - D($n))). 

Define vn(^) = \/ft(Ai(7) — D(^y)), then we have that the estimation loss is upper 

bounded by a difference of empirical processes 

0 < D(<(>*) - D&n) < - K ( 0 * ) - vn($n))/yfr, (4-18) 

and by adding the approximation loss to both sides of (4.18) we have the fundamental 

inequality 

0 < £>(7*) - D(fn) < -(vn(4>*) ~ Vni&M/yfa + Dii*) - D(<f>*). (4.19) 
> v ' > v ' v ' 

total loss upper bound on est. loss approx. loss 

Using (4.19), we investigate in the next section the convergence rate of the expected 

estimation loss as a function of the sample size n. Our goal is to obtain an expression 

of the form 

Dm - ED($U) < (T±^) constant • n T + approx. loss , for any 0 < e < 1. 

(4.20) 
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The quantity n~T,r > 0, governs the decay of the expected estimation loss. The 

exponent r is the rate of decay and is thus the key quantity in this type of analy

sis. Determination of it allows one to compare and discriminate different empirical 

estimation strategies. 

We consider the approximation loss in Section 4.6. 

4.3 Convergence Rate for Estimation Loss 

Broadly speaking, the convergence rate of the expected estimation loss depends on 

two main factors: the decay behavior of the empirical process \vn(())n) — vn((f>*)\ and 

the form of the underlying densities p and q [61-64]. 

For our problem, the empirical process \vn(4>n) — vn{<i>*)\ appearing in (4.19) equals 

\fn J (log 0 - log <f>*) d(Pn -P) + j{<f> - <j>*) d(Qn - Q) (4.21) 

where we recall that this notation means 

\v>n{4>) ~ vn{(l)*)\= y/n \ ] r > g < K X f ) - lDg^'OXf)) - Ep(log0(X) - log0*(X)) 
=i n • 1 J = I 

n • i 

(4.22) 

For a given <fi, the strong law of large numbers asserts that the empirical averages 

in (4.22) converge almost surely to their respective expected values [65]. But because 

<fin can potentially by any element in $(d, L, N), any characterization of the conver

gence rate of \vn(<fin) — un(4>*)\ must hold uniformly over all <p E &(d,L,N). From 
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empirical process theory, it is known that uniform rates of convergence fundamentally 

depend on the complexity of the function class from which the empirical estimators 

are drawn (in our case &(d,L,N)). Set complexity in empirical processing theory 

is typically measured in terms of covering numbers, or what are known as set en

tropies [61]. The 5-entropy of a set equals the logarithm of the minimum number of 

balls (with respect to some metric) with radius 6 necessary to cover the set. Roughly 

speaking, the size or massiveness of a set, as measured by the number of balls to cover 

it, is equated to its complexity. The smaller the J-entropy, the less complex a set is; 

the more massive the class, the smaller the increments3 of the process are and the 

longer it takes for an empirical average to converge to its expected value. 

A related set entropy, and one which we use in our analysis, is the S-entropy with 

bracketing. 

Definition 4.1 (5-entropy with bracketing for the L2{P) norm). Let Q be a class of 

functions and let P be a measure on (X,A). Define the L2{P)-norm of g € Q by 

\ 1/2 

\9\\L2(P) = (j?iP) 

Let NB(S, Q, L2(P)) be the smallest value of N for which there exists pairs of functions 

{(gf, gf)} .=1 such that \\gf — gf\\L2(P) < ^ for a^ 3 = !>•••> N, and such that for 

each g G Q, there is a j' = j(g) G { 1 , . . . , N} satisfying 

gf<g< £• 
3The increments of an empirical process vn{<j)) are the differences \vn+i(<f>) — vn{(f>)\. 
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(Take NB(5, Q, L2(P)) = oo ifno finite set of such brackets exists.) Then HB(5, Q, L2(P)) = 

log NB(S, G, L2(P)) is called the 5-entropy with bracketing ofQ. 

We now make the following complexity assumption on <3>(d, L, N), so as to para

meterized the behavior of the empirical process. We later show that this condition is 

always satisfied. 

Assumption 1. Assume that for all 5 > 0, some 0 < a < 2, and some positive 

constants A\ and A2 that 

HB(S,^,L2(Q))<Al5-a 

(4.23) 

HB(5,$,L2(P))<A25-a, 

where $ = {log <f>, <j> € $} . 

The second factor that affects the convergence rate of the estimation loss concerns 

the following assumption on p and q: 

Assumption 2. There exists constants C\ and K > 1 such that for all 4> £ <2>(d, L, N), 

D(Y) ~ D{<f>) > ||7* - <f>\\ljci. (4.24) 

In related classification and statistical learning problems, Assumption 2 arises as 

an assumption on the underlying densities near a "boundary" of interest. For example, 

in nonparametric binary classification, the (decision) boundary might be the level 

set {x : p(x) = q{x)}, where p and q are two hypothesized densities characterizing 

random observations that one has to classify, that is, attribute to either p or q [63] 
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(see also [58,64]). Here, the boundaries of interest are the partitioning boundaries of 

7*; however, demonstrating an explicit relationship between Assumption 2 and the 

behavior of p and q near the partition of 7* remains an open problem. Nevertheless, 

the convergence rate for the estimation loss can be obtained using Assumption 2 as 

stated (see Theorem 4.1 below). We can gain some insight into Assumption 2, by 

considering the following Taylor expansion. 

Fix an arbitrary <f> € <&(d, L, N) and let 7* be as defined in (4.15). Suppose that 

the densities p and q are uniformly lower bounded by a constant c > 0 and suppose 

{Rj}^1 and {Ai}^1 are the partitions associated with 0 and 7* such that 

Ax) = Y, eAnM) and 7*to = Yl 7ru(x), 
j=0 i=0 

where {7*} are the coefficients (levels) associated with {Ai}. Then 

D[n*) = 1 + / l o g 7* dP - J1* dQ 

= f\ogfdP 

= J1*\og1*dQ 
Ld-iLd-i 

= £ £ / 7*log7*rfQ. 
t=0 J=0 JAinR3 

Because (-)log(-) is differentiable and continuous on the range of the positive real 

numbers, we can by Taylor's Theorem [66] expand 7* log 7* on Ai D Rj around 9j for 

each pair i,j to obtain 

DW = E / tf lo§ ei + ̂  - eo + n^ d®> (4-25) 
ij JA^RJ 
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where Kid = -=-(7? - 9j)2,i = 0 , . . . ,Ld - 1, j = 0 , . . . ,Ld - 1, are the Taylor 

remainders of the expansions with faj lying in between 7* and 9j. Rearranging (4.25), 

we see that 

D(1*) = l + J2 [ i*\og9j dQ-Y, I OjdQ + J^f ^dQ 

= 1 + J2 f \og9jdP-J2 [ OjdQ 
j i j i 

=D{4>) 

+ J2 f 7>g^ dQ-J2 [ logo, dP + J2 f Kij dQ, 
itj JAiHRj j JRj {j JAiHRj 

or that 

D{rT) - D(cj>) = W 7* log 9j dQ-J^f log 9j dP + Y [ Kij 
t>j JAtnRj j JRj u JAiHRj 

dQ 

P(A)Q(Aj n Rj) - Q{A)P{Ai n Rj)' 

hi 
Q(A) 

(4.26) 

where the inequality follows from replacing 4>i,j with B in the remainder term and 

using the fact that p and q are lower bounded by c. The difference .0(7*) — D((j>) 

is therefore upper bounded by the sum of two terms. The first term in (4.26) can 

either be positive, negative, or zero for 4> G $(rf, L, N) and is mainly associated with 

the divergence loss caused by misaligned partitions, or more accurately, with the 

probability masses of these misalignments. Thus, we see that Assumption 2 is clearly 

related to P and Q. The second term equals ^ | | 7 * — 0|| |2 . If, for all 0 G $(d, L, N), 

file:///og9jdP-J2
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the right-hand side of (4.26) is positive (such a situation occurs, for example, when 

L = N and 7* G $(d, L, N); see Example 4.2 below), then Assumption 2 can be 

satisfied with K = 1: Let C denote the first summation in (4.26). Then 

Dm - DM > c+±w - m 

- ^ - - - ( £ j # ^ ) - < " " 

By assumption, the quantity C + 2i?||7* — 0lli2 *s l ° w e r bounded by some positive 

constant for all f G $(d,L, N) and H7* — </»||x,2 is upper bounded by C2, + -B2 for all 

<f> G $(d,L,N) (Lemma 6.5). Thus, 

D(y*) - D{(j)) < ||7* - cj)\\L2 • constant, for all 4> G $(d, L, N) 

if C + 2IH7* - 0| | |2 > 0 for all cj) G $(d, L, JV). 

A similar analysis can also be carried out based solely on the existence of an 

approximation loss. Suppose the inequality 

Z>(7') - Dffl > 2 - > ^ 4 ( c 8 + BY2 (4-28) 

holds for some p > 1 and for all 0 G $(rf, L, A/"), where 6 > 0 is a lower bound on the 

coefficients 0$ and Co is an upper bound on p and q, that is, p(x), g(x) < Co for x G 

[0, l]d (recall (4.8)). Then Assumption 2 is met for all K > p. 

Proof. Prom Lemma 6.5 (Appendix, Section A.2.1), we have that 

D(y*) - D{4>) < c 0 i ^ | | 7 * - 0IU2 < d^-tf + B2fl\ for all <f> G *(d, L, N). 
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These inequalities imply that 

601 Uc2 I B2y/2 ~ _ 2 

Therefore, to ensure that 

||7* - 011^/ci< .0(7*) - D{4>) 

holds for all <f> e ${d,L,N), we must have (2-1(c2
0 + B2)'1/2]^* - <f)\\L2)

K < 2~" 

(assuming (4.28) holds). This condition is satisfied if (|)K < 2~p or if K > p. D 

Note that while this method works in finding a K that satisfies Assumption 2, it can 

lead to loose estimates for the decay rates. (See Example 4.1 for instance.) 

With Assumptions 1 and 2 in hand, we now have the following main result. 

Theorem 4.1. Let <pn, (ff, and 7* he as defined in (4.12), (4.13), and (4.15) respec

tively. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 are met for some constants Ai, A2, a, K, and c\. 

Assume K> (3, where (3=1 — a/2, and that p(x), g(x) < c0 for x e [0, l]d . Then we 

have for any 0 < e < 1, some positive constant c2 > 0, and n sufficiently large that 

'1 + e 
D(<f) - ED($n) < ( i ± l ) 2 {d/t^c^n-^® + D{n*) ~ D(f) (4.29) 

The proof is given in the Appendix, Section A.2. 

In words, Theorem 4.1 says that the expected estimation loss decays no slower 

K 

than n 2^-0). This means that depending on the value of K and /?, the decay rate of 

the estimation loss can be as fast as n~l and no worse than n - 1 /2 . In fact, if P, Q, 
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and $(d,L, N) are such that n = 1 and if j3 = \, the rate is no worse than n~l (see 

Example 4.2 below). If K tends to infinity, the rate tends to n~x/2, regardless of the 

complexity of $(d, L, N) (regardless of 0). 

Theorem 4.1 is a general result in that it holds for any class of quantization 

rules (not just sequential rules) that satisfy Assumption 1, and any bounded pair 

of densities p, q that satisfy Assumption 2. Moreover, it can be straightforwardly 

extended to general classes of likelihood ratios. 

Nguyen, Wainwright and Jordan [59] recently reported a similar result to Theo

rem 4.1. In their investigation, they used an empirical estimator of the same form 

as (4.12), but did not consider quantization, nor did they incorporate a margin con

dition like Assumption 2 into their formulation. They considered a class of (inverse) 

likelihood ratio functions T that satisfies a complexity condition like Assumption 1 
I 

and found that the difference D(f*) — Dn(fn) decays as 0(n 2(2-P)), where £>(•) and 

£>„(•) are as defined in (4.14) and (4.11), /* e T is the best in class likelihood ratio 

function, and fn is an empirical estimator similar to (4.12).4 Note that this rate is 

strictly less than the rate in Theorem 4.1 even if K is eliminated from the formu

lation (take K —> oo). The difference in rate is attributable to the fact Nguyen et 

al. considered the convergence of the empirical KL divergence Dn(fn) instead of the 

convergence of their estimator fn. 

We now show that Assumption 1 is always met. To do so, we need the following 
4The notation gn = 0(na) means that gn/n

a remains bounded as n tends to infinity for some 
constant a. In other words, gn is at most of the order na. 
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additional definition. 

Definition 4.2 (Entropy of the supremum norm). Let Q be a class of functions 

defined on X and let \g\oo = supxe ; t \g(x)\ define the supremum norm. Let N^S, Q) 

be the smallest value of N such that there exists {gj}^ with 

sup min \g — gj\oo < 8. 

(Take Noo(8,Q) — oo if no finite set with this property exists.) Then H^S^Q) = 

log NcniS, Q) is called the J-entropy of Q for the supremum norm. 

To show HB(8, $, L2(Q)) < A1(5-a, it suffices to show that HO0(5/2, $) < A8~x for 

all 8 > 0 and some positive constant A, since HB(5, <&, Q) < HOQ(8/2, $) [61, Lemma 

2.1]. Fix 5 > 0 and consider the set of constant functions {gk,nR, k = 1 , . . . , NWR,irR £ 

UR}, where 
Ld-l 

9k,irR = J ^ QdRi(x), 0i = k- 8/2 for all i, 
i=0 

N-xx = \JJ{\, and [•] denotes the ceiling operator. We then have that 

#oo(<V2,$)<logI/ 

where the factor LXN arises because there are LXN partitions nR in II # (Section 2.4). 

(Here, N relates to the number of cells in the fine resolution partition n and is not to 

be confused with NnR.) Similarly, we have that 

HB(S, $, P) < H00{8/2, $) < 4LXN logB8~\ 

B 
8/2 

< ABLXN5'\ 

file:///g/oo
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where again $ = {log (j>, (f> G $} . 

We summarize the foregoing discussion with the following corollary to Theo

rem 4.1. 

Corollary 4.1. For the class of sequential quantization rules Q(d,L,N) defined 

in (4.9), Assumption 1 is met with a = 1, Ai = ABLXN, and A2 — 4LXN\og(B). 

Consequently, for any 0 < e < 1 and for sufficiently large n, we have 

"1 + e \ I - - i - ? ^ 
L>(7*) - E£(Jn) < ( ^ t i ) 2 (ci /e)2*-1^2*-1™-^ +£>(7*) - D((jf) (4.30) 

4.4 Computing Empirical Estimates 

In (4.12), we defined 4>n as the maximizer of 

1 + f\og{cj>) dPn - J <t>dQn, <f> e $(d,L,N). 

Given a specific partition TTR € UR with cells {Rj}^^1, Dn(<t>) c a n De decomposed as 

Dn(cf>) = 1 + ] T f los(</>) dPn- f <l> dQn 

= 1 + ^2 log(^) Pn(Rj) - 6j Qn(Rj). (4.31) 

i 

Maximizing (4.31) with respect to the coefficients 6j (as was done in Section 4.2), 

shows that the maximizing coefficients equal Q /R
3\ • This answer means that for 

any given IT € HR the empirical risk estimator (j)n is a plug-in estimator: Collect 

the data {Xf}, {X?}, compute the sample averages for each cell, and then form 
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their ratios. The resulting piecewise constant function on TTR is our empirical risk 

estimator <j)n. To find the best estimator over all partitions in HR, one must search 

over the \N partitions in HR. Because every -KR is based on the underlying partition 

7T, the empirical averages for every TTR can be determined by computing the empirical 

averages Pn(Sj),Qn(Sj),Sj E it once and then adding them appropriately to form 

Pn(Rj),Qn(Rj) (see (4.7)). This approach was taken in Example 3.2. Data under P 

and Q were collected, the empirical averages were calculated for every cell Sj En, and 

then the simulated annealing algorithm was used to find the best partitions TTR E UR. 

We see therefore that the empirical risk estimator <j)n is determined by a search over 

a finite (but possibly large) set of plug-in estimators. Note that determining 4>n in 

this manner reduces the set of candidate sequential quantization rules; not every 

4> E <fr(<i, L, N) is a plug-in estimator. For example, the rule where 9j = b for all 

j , b < 1, is not valid because the sample averages Pn(Rj), Pn(Rj),j = 0, • • • , Ld — 1, 

would not necessarily add to one. What impact, if any, this fact has on the rates 

of decay remains an open question. We also note that meeting the requirement that 

0(x) > b for all x E [0, l]d either means that n needs to be sufficiently large such that 

observations fall in every cell Sj, or that other steps need to be taken to ensure that 

the coefficients are bounded away from zero (see for instance [67]). 
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Figure 4.2 : Probability density and quantization rules used in Example 4.1. 

4.5 Examples 

Example 4.1. Consider the class of sequential quantization rules <&(2, 2,2). Suppose 

p(x) is uniformly distributed over the unit square and q(x) is the piecewise constant 

function shown in Figure 4.2(a). The KL divergence is easily computed as 

DKL(P x)log P(x) 

9(x) 
dx = 0.1835. 

In this simple example, the optimal rule 7* can be found by exhaustive search 

and is shown in Figure 4.2(b). Because of the piecewise constant nature of q, 

DKL{P,Q) = D(Y)i t n £ t is, in this (somewhat contrived) case, quantization does 

not result in a divergence loss. Moreover, because L = N, there is only one partition 

associated with the quantization rules in $ (see Section 4.6.1 below). Consequently, 

we find the coefficients for (f>* by computing Q\R\,J = 1,...,4, where {Rj}*=1 are the 

cells depicted in Figure 4.2(c). The resulting optimal sequential quantization rule is 

illustrated in Figure 4.2(c). Using (4.14), we obtain D((j)*) — 0.091. Normalizing the 

approximation loss by -D(7*), we find that there is about a 50% loss in divergence 
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caused by the restriction to $. 

Now, suppose we collect 100 observations that result in the following empirical 

averages: 

Ri 

R2 

Rs 

R4 

Pn 

0.2 

0.3 

0.2 

0.3 

Qn 

0.1 

0.5 

0.1 

0.3 

Based on these observations, we compute the plug-in estimate 

and illustrate it in Figure 4.2(d). We then compute D((f)n) as 

D($n) = 1 + [ log(fn) dP - [ jndQ = 0.024. 
J[o,i]d -/[o,i]d 

This empirical estimate introduces an additional« 14% of divergence loss with respect 

to the optimal quantization rule. 

Using (4.28) and taking CQ = 8/5, B = 10, and b = 1/10, we find that K > 9.7 

satisfies Assumption 2. A value of K = 9.75 says that the divergence loss decays 

no slower than 0 (n - 1 / 2 ) . However, the plot in Figure 4.3(c) shows that for this 

example the expected divergence loss decays like 0 (n - 1 ) ! Thus, in light of the closing 

comments of Section 4.4, this result suggests that the quantity C + ^\\Y — 0| | |2 is 

positive for all valid plug-in estimators <fi G <&. 

Example 4.2. Consider again the class of sequential quantization rules $(2,2,2). 

Let p be uniformly distributed over the unit square and suppose q is as depicted as 
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Figure 4.3 : Left panels: Probability density and optimal quantization rule used in 
Example 4.2. Right panel: Plots of the expected total divergence loss for Exam
ples 4.1 and 4.2. As predicted by Corollary 4.1 and the argument following (4.26), 
the expected divergence loss is characterized (bounded) by a curve that decays as 
n~\ 

in Figure 4.3(a). In this case and in contrast to Example 4.1, we have 7* e $(2,2,2). 

Thus, there is no approximation loss. Furthermore, because there is only one partition 

associated with the rules in $ and because this partition coincides with the partition 

of 7*, the first term in (4.26) is zero. Thus, according to (4.27), Assumption 2 is 

met with K = 1 and the decay rate is at worst 0(n~l). In Figure 4.3(c) we plot the 

expected divergence loss D(j*) — EZ?(0n) as a function of n. (For comparison, we 

also plot the loss for Example 4.1.) <\>n is calculated as described in Section 4.4 using 

the observations {Xf}"=1 and {Xf}^=l . The expected value ~ED((j)n) is calculated 
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as an average over 500 trials. The solid curves in Figure 4.2 are graphs decaying as 

n_ 1 . They do not represent the actual upper bounds given by Corollary 4.1 since the 

constant c2 is unknown (see Lemma 6.2 in the Appendix), but they do confirm that 

the decay of the divergence loss is accurately characterized by n~l. 

4.6 Approximation Loss 

Unlike estimation loss, approximation loss D(j*) — D(<fr*) is purely a deterministic 

quantity. It does not vary with the number of observations, rather it depends on the 

structural constraints associated with <fr(<i, L, N) and on P and Q. 

From the remark in Section 4.2 and from Table 2.4, an interesting qualitative 

statement can be made about the approximation losses of the sequential and non-

communicative systems. We know that the linear system {ipj} for a noncommunica-

tive system contains less vectors than a sequential quantizer (Z,d(1+iV) compared to 

Ld+XN). Given that the number of nonzero coefficients is Ld for ^ G $(d, L, N), we 

interpret the reduction in vectors as a reduction in the number of bases (dictionaries) 

available to approximate 7*. This increase in dictionary size can only improve the 

output divergence. The degree of improvement is, however, problem dependent. For 

the Gaussian example in Section 3.1, the approximation losses for the sequential and 

noncommunicative systems are nearly identical (see graph on the lower right-hand side 

of Figure 3.7), but note that the approximation loss of the input-broadcast structure 

is roughly half of that of the sequential and noncommutative structures. This fact 
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suggests that significant gains may be possible if one increases the inter-quantizer 

communications rate while maintaining a constant quantization rate. 

Usually, approximation and estimation losses are at odds with one another. An 

action targeted at decreasing one usually means an increase in the other and vice 

versa. In empirical risk minimization, therefore, one oftentimes tries to strike a bal

ance between these two types of losses. An estimator that achieves an "optimal" 

tradeoff is in some sense an "optimal" empirical estimator. One method to system

atically achieve a balance is to grow the class of candidate estimators (usually as a 

function of n) such that it approaches the class that contains the theoretically opti

mal solution. In other words, grow the candidate class such that the approximation 

loss approaches zero. For example, a class of real-valued piecewise constant functions 

defined on a uniform partition of [0,1] approaches the class of continuous functions 

on [0,1] as the cell widths approach zero. Such an approach is appealing here not 

only because it is a mechanism to balance estimation and approximation losses, but 

because it would isolate the impact of a sequential quantizer's structural constraints 

and tell you how the approximation loss decreases as the structural constraints col

lapse. Unfortunately, the approach fails to work because the structural constraints 

are too severe, as explained below. 

Ideally, we would like $(<i, L, N) to converge to T(d, Ld) for a fixed quantization 

rate since we want our estimator (j)n to approach the optimal LRQ 7*. With a fixed 

quantization rate, N is the only free parameter. Increasing N, increases the spatial 
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resolution of the underlying partition 7r, but <£(d, L, N) generally does not approach 

T(d,Ld) because N does not control the communication rate among quantizers.5 

Consider, for example, the quantization rule estimates depicted in Figure 3.8. If 

N were to tend towards infinity, the joint estimate for the sequential quantization 

(K = 1) would only change slightly from what is shown. The partitioning boundaries 

would remain horizontal and vertical cuts, and the estimate would not approach the 

optimal LRQ whose partitioning boundaries are parallel diagonal lines with slope — 1. 

In effect, the approximation loss would only improve slightly as N —> oo, then level 

off at some nonzero value. 

Allowing the quantization rate to increase certainly overcomes a sequential quan

tizer's structural constraints, but also changes the class of LRQs that we are ap

proximating. As L —> oo, both D{4>n) and D(Y) tend toward the input divergence 

DKL{P,Q)- Thus, as L —• 00 both the approximation and the quantization losses 

decrease. Even though this situation is not what we aimed to characterize, it is of 

practical interest in some cases and falls into the category of the well-established 

high-rate or fine resolution quantization problems [3,68,69]. 

5To say for certain whether $ —> V we need to specify T more concretely. For example, T could 
be the class of all LRQs with smooth partitioning boundaries. Note that restricting T amounts to 
restricting P and Q. 
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4.6.1 Asymptotics in L 

In [12], Poor considered a uniform partition of Rd with hypercubes of sidelength A 

and and studied the asymptotic decay rate of the /-divergence loss between the input 

divergence and the divergence between the distributions induced by the uniform par

tition as A —> 0. He found that for a vector of independent and identically distributed 

random variables X = Xi, X2,. • •, Xa and under mild regularity conditions that 

DKL(p,q) ~ DKL(p(lA),q(lA)) ~ ^E P | |V lnZ(X) | | 2 , as A - oo (4.32) 

where 7A denotes the quantization rule corresponding to the uniform partition, Z(X) 

is the likelihood-ratio, and V denotes the gradient operator.6 Recognizing that 

||VlnZ(X)||2 = tr(VTln/(X)VlnZ(X)) is the trace of the Fisher information ma

trix [9], we interpret Poor's result to mean that the quantized divergence asymptot

ically converges to the input divergence as the square of the sidelength of the cells 

with the constant multiplicative factor equal to the expected value of the trace of the 

Fisher information matrix. 

In comparison to sequential quantizers, Poor's formulation centers on a less con

strained quantization system. It is unconstrained in the sense that each cell is inde

pendent from all the others. They are neither grouped with other cells to form larger 

regions, nor do their values depend on other cells. The partition is still restricted, 

6Poor's results in [12] axe more general than described here. He determines the divergence loss rate 
for the entire /-divergence class for uniform quantization and then extends that result to nonuniform 
quantization. The result stated above is the special case for the KL divergence. 
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however, because each cell must be a hypercube. Because of this, his result does apply 

to sequential quantizers in the special case where we let N = L and allow L —> oo. 

When N = L, there is only one partition in the set UR and that single member is 

exactly 7r. Each element <f> G $(d, L, N) is then described by the linear combination 

4> = ^C'JLj"1 fy^j) where ^j(x) = ls,-(x) (see the remark in Section 4.2). Thus setting 

N = L eliminates all structural constraints save for the rigidity of n. Poor's result 

says that a sequential quantizer can converge to the optimal LRQ no faster than 

N~2(A = l/N) as the structural constraints diminish. Note that examination of the 

proof of (4.32) in [12] reveals that (4.32) also holds for noncommunicative structures 

in the special case when N = L. 

4.6.2 Oracle bound 

The upper bound stated below shows that the approximation loss is related to norms 

of the difference 7* — <fi*. The bound confirms the intuitive notion that divergence 

loss is related to how well 0* approximates 7* and it is an oracle bound in the sense 

that it is in terms of the optimal LRQ quantization rule 7*, which is unknown when 

P and Q are unknown. 

Lemma 4.1 (Upper bound for approximation loss). Let (j>* be as defined in (4.13) 

and assume every <p £ ®(d,L,N) is uniformly lower bounded by a constant b > 0. 

Then 

D(7*) -DW) < \h* - 0*|UI(P) - fllx/T - V^\\l2{P) (4-33) 
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The proof is given in the Appendix, Section A.3. Note that the last term on the 

right-hand side is the Hellinger distance between 7* and <fi*. 

4.7 Extensions 

(a) In practical applications, it is sometimes desirable and helpful to bias the candi

date solutions to refine the search over the function class of interest. A common 

bias is to penalize the complexity of the solutions. If two candidate solutions 

perform comparatively in terms of their "risk", but one is deemed to be higher 

in complexity (meaning complexity involved in computing the estimator or the 

complexity to implement the estimator), then the penalized empirical risk esti

mator scheme would weight the less complex estimator higher. The end result 

is better discrimination between the two candidate estimators. 

For sequential quantization systems, one could consider a sequence of parti

tions 7Ti, 7T2,... that increase in resolution and parameterized by TV. The same 

procedure as that described in Section 4.4 could be used to solve for the esti

mator for each TTI. But generally, the finest resolution partition will exhibit the 

largest divergence. However, with the addition of a penalty, performance can 

be automatically balanced with the complexity of the estimators. 

(b) Denning an empirical estimator similar to <j)n for the entire class of /-divergences 

is straightforward since a convex conjugate exists for every / in the class. 
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The general proof methodology of Theorem 4.1 also extends, but it is unclear 

whether a single convergence rate holds for all /-divergences. The proof of 

Theorem 4.1 made extensive use of the exact form of / for the KL divergence. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

The design of constrained (distributed) quantization systems for classification requires 

a choice in system structure (number of quantizers, quantization rate, and level of 

inter-quantizer communications) and optimization strategy. The class of sequential 

quantizers is a simple, yet useful class that systematically uses inter-quantizer com

munications to regulate the structural constraints of these systems, and bridges the 

gap between severely constrained noncommunicative systems and completely uncon

strained quantization systems. The conditional, local, and joint estimation strategies 

are three specific strategies for designing sequential quantization systems when the 

underlying probability distributions are known (or at least can be well estimated). 

The conditional and local strategies, while generally suboptimal, are scalable in the 

number of component systems and automatically satisfy the structural constraints 

of sequential quantization systems. Hence, these estimates are easily computable. 

For additive divergences and statistically independent observations, both the con

ditional and local strategies can produce optimal estimates: The conditional strat

egy produces them for noncommunicative structures and sequential structures with 

K = d — 1. The local strategy produces them only for noncommunicative systems. 
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Moreover, one cannot guarantee that a conditional estimate will always outperform a 

local estimate despite the fact that the conditional strategy takes advantage of more 

information in the design process (see Figure 3.7). Thus, performance comparisons 

of different structures heavily depend on the method of estimating the quantization 

rules. 

The joint estimation strategy alleviates much of the suboptimality of the local 

and conditional strategies and never performs worse (and sometimes significantly 

better) than local and conditional designs. The joint strategy is, comparatively, 

more computationally burdensome and is best suited for systems with few component 

quantizers. 

When the underlying distributions are not known, empirical risk minimization 

yields an estimator whose estimation loss (in terms of the KL divergence) can decay 

as fast as n _ 1 and no slower than n - 1 /2 . The rate of decay depends only on two 

parameters related to the complexity of the class of sequential quantization rules and 

a particular assumption (Assumption 2) on the distributions. If this assumption on 

P and Q does not hold, the estimation loss at best decays as n~ll2. These rate results 

hold for both sequential and noncommunicative structures, and the computation of 

the empirical estimator reduces to a search over a set of easily computable plug-in 

estimators. 

The conditional, local, and joint strategies are all extendable and can be straight

forwardly applied to other classes of quantization structures (see, for example, the 
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discussion about the common input structures in the Appendix, Section A.4). 

5.2 Inter-quantizer Communications 

Sequential systems that use inter-quantizer communications can perform significantly 

better in terms of divergence loss than comparable noncommunicative systems (con

sider, for example, the performance of the input-broadcast system in Example 3.1). 

In these cases, performance gain is attributable to the fact that inter-quantizer com

munications increase the number of bases from which to construct an estimate, thus 

reducing the approximation loss. On the other hand, there are cases where inter-

quantizer communications offer little or no performance gain (see Example 3.1). The 

degree of performance gain in any given problem depends on the design strategy and 

the underlying distributions. The joint strategy produces communicative designs that 

never perform worse than comparable noncommunicative ones, but local designs may 

use inter-quantizer communications to their own detriment (see Figure 3.7). 

Under mild conditions, inter-quantizer communications do not alter the asymp

totic decay rates of either the approximation or estimation loss with respect to 

the Kullback-Leibler divergence: The approximation loss (with respect to the in

put Kullback-Leibler divergence) decays as 1/L2 for sufficiently high quantization 

rates and the estimation loss decays as n -2*-1 for sufficiently large sample sizes for 

both communicative and noncommunicative structures. We conclude therefore that 

while sequential systems can deliver superior performance, there is no clear, absolute 
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advantage to inter-quantizer communications. The decision to use a sequential quan

tization system in place of a noncommunicative system is thus best decided on a 

case-by-case basis. 

5.3 Future Work 

A better empirical estimator that balances the approximation and estimation losses 

can possibly be found by generalizing class of sequential quantizers such that it can be 

parametrically grown to encompass useful classes of optimal unconstrained likelihood 

ratio quantizers. Useful classes of LRQs could possibly be specified by considered 

pairs of distributions P and Q that induced LRQs whose partitioning boundaries 

have certain properties (for example, continuous or Holder continuous boundaries). 

These extensions could also lead to better characterizations of the approximation loss 

for the conditional, local, and joint design strategies. 
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Chapter 6 

Appendix 

A.l Proof for Example 2.1 

Let P and Q be probability measures on the probability space (Rd, B) that are ab

solutely continuous with respect to each other. Let 71 and 72 be quantization rules 

that map a real number into the index set {0 , . . . , L — 1}. Assume the input-broadcast 

structure in Figure 2.3(a) induces a partition of R2 with L2 cells, {Ai}^=Ql,Ai C R2, 

each having positive probability mass under P and Q. Likewise, assume the structure 

in Figure 2.3(b) induces a partition of R2, but with only L cells {Bi}f~Q,Bi C R2, 

each also having positive probability mass. The divergences can now be expressed as 

L2—I 

i=Q 

L - l 

P{Ai) 

Then by the Data Processing Theorem, we have 

¥r(B)f(QW) yW 2 - i j ? nA)f(Q^lBjnAi^ ^ W / U B i ) J " ^ P ( U w ^nA)/U(u£0-^n^; 

L 2 - l 

-t™my 
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A . 2 P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 4 . 1 

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is a modification of a result by van de Geer [62, pp. 206-

207]. Lemmas 6.2, 6.3, and 6.5 are original, but follow standard arguments. 

Define the random variable 

z = Wn(<j>n) ~ Vn(4>*)\ 

" 4 Q + 2 ) / 4 | f c - </>*||?2 V n-(2-*)/2(2+«)' 
where x Vt/ = max (x, y) and \vn(4>n)—vn{(jf)\ is as in (4.21). We consider the following 

two cases: (1) ||$n - 4>*\\L2 > c^n-1/^ and (2) || J n - 0*||L2 < c^1/2
n-^

2+al 

Case 1. Since (3 = 1 — a/2, we have under case 1 that 

ry _ K(?n)-^(<ft*)l , . ^ 

For 4> = 4>*, (A.l) is defined to be zero. Recalling the fundamental inequality (4.19), 

we consequently have 

£>(7*) - D($n) < - K ( 0 * ) - Vn($n))/V^+ W ) " W ) 

<Zn^
+2)/4Un-^\\l/V^+D(^)-D(<f>*). (A.2) 

Assumption 2 implies 

h*-$n\\i<4/K(D(^)-DM)^ 
(A.3) 

||7* ~ 0 1 1 < c?/K(D(7*) - Z W ) ^ -

Hence, by the inequalities in (A.3), we have 

Win- 0*111 <||7*-Jn||?2 + ||7*-0li 

< cf/K(D(7*) - D{$n))V" + C? /K(L>(7*) - D{<f>*))VK. (A.4) 
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Substituting (A.4) into (A.2), yields 

D{-f)-D($n) < [<^2)/<4/"n-1<2Zn(D(i')-D{$n))l
1'" 

+ <g+2),A4lKn-x'2Zn(D(>y*) - D(<f>*))V*] + D(j*) - D{<jf). 

We now apply Lemma 6.1 (found below in Section A.2.1) to each of the terms within 

the brackets to obtain 

Dtf) - D($n) < e[(L>(7*) - Dfa)) + (D(7*) - £>(*'))] 

+ 2cf^ ( - ) K-"z£-'n-^) + D(7*) - £>(</>*). 

By rearranging the previous expression and dropping a factor of j ^ - < 1, we have 

D{i>) - Dfa) < (j^) 2c^+0) (d/c^Zr'nT*^ + D{j*) - D{<f>*) (A.5) 

For any r > ^ ^ , we have by Jensen's inequality [35], and Lemma 6.2 that 

EZ„"-" = E(Zr
n)^& < [EZr

n] «•<--") < cl (A.6) 

Taking the expectation of (A.5) and applying (A.6), we conclude that 

Dm--ED($n)<{^) 
,-"P, _0_ 

2 c , ™ (ci/e) "-e c%-0 rT^m + £>(7*) - D{<f>") , (A.7) 

for||JB-^||zJa>Cb1/V1/^). 

Case 2. For this case, 

7 _ k ( ^ > ) - y B ( ^ ) l 
^» n-(2-a)/2(2+a) ' 
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From the fundamental inequality 

£>(7*) - £>(?„) < -K(0*) - vn{Jn))/V^ + D(-f) - D(<f>*) 

< Znn-V-^W+^n-1'2 + Din") - D(<f>*) 

= Zn n-
2/{2+a) + D(7*) - D{<f>*). (A.8) 

Taking the expectation of (A.8) and applying Lemma 6.3 yields 

D(-f) - ED$n) < c3 n-2/(2+Q) + L>(7*) - D(<f>*), (A.9) 

for \\<f>n - (j)*\\L2 < n-W2*"). The rate attained in (A.9) is a (strictly) faster rate 

of decay than that obtained for \\<f>n - (J>*\\L2 > CQ 1 / 2n _ 1 / ( 2 + a ) (n~2+^ < n~Wi^W) for 

K > ft, P = 1 — a/2, 0 < a < 2). Therefore, the decay of the total divergence loss is 

governed by the slower rate found in case 1. 

A.2.1 Auxiliary lemmas 

The results below are tools used to prove the convergence rate of the estimation loss. 

Proofs, where not provided, may be found in the annotated references. Throughout, 

we concisely write $>(d,L,N) as $. s 

Lemma 6.1 (van de Geer [62], p. 207 *). We have for all positive v,t, and e, and 

«> P, 

vt^/n < et + v^e^K-P. 
1In [62], van de Geer attributed this result to Tsybakov. 
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Lemma 6.2. Let 4>n, <f>*, and 7* be as defined in (4.12), (4.13), and (4.15) respec

tively. Assume the densities p(x) andq(x) are uniformly upper bounded by a constant 

c0 for x G [0, l]d. Suppose that for all 8 > 0, some 0 < a < 2, and some positive 

constants A\ and A2 that 

HB(5,$,L2(Q))<A15-a 

HB(5,$,L2(P))<A28-a 

where $ = {log (j), <f> G <£}. Then we have 

(A.10) 

Wn(4>) ~ t/n{(f>*)\ 

,<pe^H-<t>*\\L2>Co1/2n-y^+-) U - </>ii7 
E 1 sup ' ? w , i r v i < 4, (AID 

/or some positive constants c2 and r. 

Proof. Recall that 

Wn(<f>) ~ vn(<t>*)\= Vn~ |y"(log^ - log^*) d(Pn - P) + J{<f> - <f>*) d(Qn - Q) 

Because p and q are upper bounded by Co, we have 

| | 0 - 0 1 | L 2 ( P ) < C O
/ 2 | | ^ - ^ | | L 2 

(A. 12) 

i i 0 -0 iu 2 ( Q)<c; / 2 i i 0 -^ i i L 2 , 
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for (j) € $. Consequently, we can write 

sup 
\Vn{4>) ~ Vn{<t>*) 

l-a/2 
te*,\\4>-p\\L2>Co1/2n-W+<*) \\<f> - <P*\\L2 

y/n 
< sup 

<t>e$, U-<t>*U2>Co 1 /2n-V(2+a) 

J{\og<l>-\og<l>*)d{Pn-P) 

\\4-f * II l - a / 2 
\L2 

y/n 

+ sup 
06$, | |<A-n|l,2>C-1 /2n-1/(2+a) 

[(<j>-<t>*)d(Qn-Q) 

u-nl712 

y/n 

< sup 
0£$, | |0-0* | |L2 >CQ 1 /2n-V(2+a) 

J (log <l>-log <f>*)d(Pn-P) 

lH-<t>* \L2{P) 

y/n 

+ sup 

J(^-(l>*)d(Qn-Q) 
> - 2 ) / 4 , ^ | | l - " / 2 

(A.13) 

</.€*, l l ^ - ^ l l t ^ c - ' ^ n - V t z + a ) C0 

where the last inequality follows from (A. 12). 

We now want to apply a probability equality due to van de Geer [61] (stated as 

Lemma 6.4 below) to the two terms in (A.13). The lemma requires that the classes 

$ and <& satisfy two conditions. The first condition is that $ and $ be uniformly 

bounded and the second is that the inequalities (A. 12) are satisfied, which we assume 

to be the case. The first condition is met because, by definition, all 0 G $ are 

bounded by the constant B (refer to (4.8) and (4.9)). (Here, one should not confuse 

the constant B found in the definition of $ with the subscript B denoting the entropy 

with bracketing.) 

file:////4-f
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Applying Lemma 6.4 to each term in (A. 13), we obtain 

^ | / ( l o g 0 - l o g 0 * ) d ( P n - P ) 
Pr | sup 

^ 6 * , | | 0 - 0 * | | L 2 > C - 1 / 2 n - V ( 2 + a ) u-nl7n 
> 4 ° - 2 ) / 4 t 

< c exp — -

and 

Pr I sup 
V^6*. \\<P-<P*U2 > C - 1 / 2 n - V ( 2 + a ) 

^\J{^-<j>*)d{Qn-Q) 

>ctmt 
\L2{Q) 

< c exp I — -

for all t > c, some constant c > 0, and n sufficiently large. Consequently, 

y/n 
E | sup 

>e'#, II0-0* IU2>c-1/2n-i/(2+«) 

J(\og</>-log<f>*)d{Pn-P) 

\\*-<rfc$ 
< c2,i 

and 

Vn 
E | sup 

>e*. II0-0* ||L2 >c-1/2«-i/(2+a) 

f{cj>-<t>*)d{Qn-Q) 

1 1 ^ - ^ 1 1 ^ ) 
< C2,2 

for all r > 0 and some finite positive constants c2,i and c2)2. Therefore 

\"M - vn(<l>*)\ 
E sup 

<0e#,||0-0*||i2>n-i/(2+a) ||0 - 0*||[2
a/2 

for some finite positive constant c2. 

<cr
2, 

D 

Lemma 6.3. Let 4>n, <f>*, and 7* fee as defined in (4.12), (4.13), ararf (4.15) respec

tively. Assume the densities p(x) and q(x) are uniformly upper bounded by a constant 
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c0 for x G [0, l]d. Suppose that for all 8 > 0, some 0 < a < 2, and some positive 

constants A\ and A2 that 

HB{6,$,L2(Q))<A15-a 

HB(5,$,L2(P))<A26-a 

where $ = {log0,0 e $ } . Then for some positive constant c% 

(A. 14) 

E sup n - (2 -o ) /2 (2+a) <c 3 . 
^ e * . ||<^-riU2<^1/2n-1/(2+a) 

Proof. From the definition of the empirical process \un(</)) — i/n((f>*)\, we have 

sup 
4>e$, ||</>-<A*lll,2<Co 1 / 2 n - V ( 2 + a ) 

Wn((j>) - Vn{<!>*) 
n - (2 -a ) /2 (2+a) 

y/n 

< sup 
0£*, ||^-^*||£,2<C^1/2

n-l/(2+a) 

J(loS<j>-log<f>*)d(Pn-P) 

n - (2 -a ) /2 (2+a) 

V^ 

+ sup 
4>G*, |^-r lU 2 <Co 1 /2n-V(2+«) 

J(4>-<t>*)d(Qn-Q) 
(A.15) 

n 
-(2-a)/2(2+a) 

Apply Lemma 6.4 to each of the terms in (A.15) (noting that as in Lemma 6.2 the 

conditions of Lemma 6.4 are met), to get 

Pr | sup 1/ 
n-l/(2+a)'J 

(log<f>-log(l>*) d(Pn-P) >tn-2/(2+a) 

< c exp 
tn2+<* 
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and 

Pr | sup 
^G*, H-F\\L2 <C-1/2n-1/(2+a) 

f{<t>-<P)d(Qn-Q) >tn-2/(2+a) 

< c exp 
tn2+a 

for alH > c and for n sufficiently large. Therefore, for n sufficiently large 

E sup 
K<Pe&, \\4>-<l>* \\L2 <CQ 1 / 2 n - V ( 2 + « ) 

for some positive constant c3. 

| */„(#) - vn{<j)*) 
n - (2 - Q ) / 2 (2+a) < C3, 

• 

Lemma 6.4 (van de Geer [61], Lemma 5.13). Let Xi,... ,Xn be an independent and 

identically distributed sequence of random variables on a probability space (X,A,P). 

Let Q C L2(P) be a collection of functions and define the empirical process indexed 

by Q as 

vn={vn = Vn g d(Pn - P) : g € (?}. 

Let \g\oo = sup^g^ \g(x)\ denote the supremum norm and suppose swpgeg \g — go\oo < 

K, for some fixed element g0 £ Q and some constant K. Furthermore, suppose 

HB(6, Q, L2(P)) < A5-p, for all S > 0, 

for some 0 < p < 2 and some constant A > 0. Then for some constant c depending 

on p and A, we have for allt>c and for n sufficiently large, 

Pr [ sup 
-see, \\g-9o\\L2(p)<n~*f<' 

f(9 - 9o)d(Pn - P) >tn 2+p < c exp 
tn2+p 

file:///g/oo
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Pr sup 
>geg, \\9-9o\\L2(p)>n **? \\9 9o\\L^P) 

^)-yffi>t)<CCTp(4 

Lemma 6.5. Le£ 7* 6e as defined in (4.15) and suppose every (/> G $ is uniformly 

lower bounded by a constant b > 0 and that the densities p and q are uniformly upper 

bounded by CQ > 0. Then 

D ( 7 * ) - ^ ) < C o ^ ^ | | 7 * - ^ | U 2 < C o ^ i ( c 2 + JB
2)1/2, forallcj>e$. (A.16) 

Proof. 

Dtf) - D{<j>) = J log £ dP - J (7* - 0) <*Q 

< / " ( l ! -\)dP- / ( 7 * - $ dQ ky^the inequality log* < x - 1, 

= j^{l*-4>)dP- Jtf-cftdQ 

— I (7* — 0) dx. + Co / (7* — 4>) dx by the bounds on (j>, p, and q 

J (7* - 0) rfx 

Il7*-0lk 

< 

< 
| c o ( l - 6 ) 

c0(l - 6) 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

The right hand inequality of (A.16) follows since 

ll7*-0Hi2=/(7*-0)2rfx 

< f{l*? + <P dx 

<c2
Q + B2. 
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• 

A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.1 

0 < £>(7*) - D(<f) = / l o g ^ r f P 

= j 2±{y/TP - <P) dP + J ±{f - >f) dP 

= -J^(Vr-V¥)2dP- J±.(<p-i*)dp 

< - J JSVY - V¥)2 dp + J ^w - 7*1 dp 

<-^J(VT*-y/¥)2dP + \jW-i*\dP 

= \h* - 0*IUI(P) - 1̂1 Vr - V^IILCP) 

The first inequality follows from the inequality |loga; < y/x — 1, for all x > 0, the 

second from the introduction of the absolute values, and the third from the assumption 

that 0 G $ are lower and upper bounded. 
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A.4 Inter-quantizer Communications in Common Input Struc

tures 

Do inter-quantizer communications result in a performance gain in sequential quan

tization systems with a common input? Taken from the point of view of structure, 

this question essentially asks whether a sequential quantizer outperforms a noncom-

municative one. 

With a common scalar input X, both the sequential and noncommunicative struc

tures are scalar quantizers characterized by a partition of a one-dimensional space 

instead of a d-dimensional space. The optimal unconstrained quantization rule is 

therefore a LRQ characterized by breakpoints partitioning the outcome space of X. 

For a noncommunicative structure, the joint estimate 4>JO is obtained by taking d 

one-dimensional uniform partitions of [a, b] instead of one uniform partition of [a, b]d. 

The component estimates <$£ are then the optimal labelings of these one-dimensional 

partitions found using simulated annealing; the objective function being the joint 

output divergence D(p{4>), q{4>))- The overall estimate <f)JO : [a, b] i-> {0 , . . . , Ld — 1} 

for the noncommunicative system is based on the same underlying one-dimensional 

uniform partition, but whose labels are the concatenation of the labels of the corre

sponding cells in the d partitions describing the component rules. 

For a sequential structure, <pJO can be found using the same procedure as described 

in Section 3.5 with the exception that the algorithm in Figure 2.2 cannot be used to 
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construct the overall quantization rule. As with noncommunicative system, all the 

quantization rules {<j>m,j} must combine to describe the overall estimate. Observe now 

that this procedure cannot produce an estimate any different than the one produced 

for the noncommunicative system because each cell in the one-dimensional uniform 

partitions has the freedom to be labeled with any label in {0 , . . . , Ld}. There is 

no extra degree of freedom for the sequential quantizer to exploit. Consequently, 

inter-quantizer communications cannot produce a more accurate approximation in 

this case, and thus, there is no advantage to the communications. The divergence 

loss is completely caused by the a priori imposition of the one-dimensional uniform 

partition. 
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